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Romans 6:3-8 3: Know ye not, that so many of us as were baptized into Jesus
Christ were baptized into his death? 4: Therefore we are buried with him by baptism into
death: that like as Christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of the Father, even so
we also should walk in newness of life. 5: For if we have been planted together in the
likeness of his death, we shall be also in the likeness of his resurrection: 6: Knowing
this, that our old man is crucified with him, that the body of sin might be destroyed, that
henceforth we should not serve sin. 7: For he that is dead is freed from sin. 8: Now if we
be dead with Christ, we believe that we shall also live with him:
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Foreword
There is Only One God, Only One Self, Only One Reality and I am That. I AM the
Divine Light. This phrase has repeated in my mind in one form or another since I read
another of Jared’s Books, The Resurrection Testament. This repetition is part of my
continual spiritual practice using the tenets of Enbrightenment. The practice of Divine
reiteration serves to remind myself, moment to moment, that I am not a separate self
from God, that I am Always Already that eternal Being, that I am never not God. This
practice has evolved in many ways through my spiritual processes, as have the other
practices of proper breathing through the nose and living with love and compassion. The
amazing complexity that can arise from these fundamental practices is truly awe
inspiring and can keep one busy for a lifetime.
I came from an almost completely secular, somewhat agnostic background.
Because of this, the teachings of Enbrightenment were presented to me, by Jared, over
many years of friendship, in a language and context that I could understand, mostly
science and philosophy. While I was never religious, Jesus Christ always managed to
make His way into my life. I think I went to Sunday school once… maybe twice, with a
friend’s family as a child and my takeaway was extremely conflicting. On one hand I felt
a presence and power in Jesus Christ and His message, but on the other I was
disillusioned by the ridiculousness of the story and dogma surrounding Him. He largely
became just a character in a story. Nonetheless, I still remember praying to Jesus as a
child and have always held Him in high regard. Looking back, He was there many more
times through my life and continues to shine through.
Reading and editing the following book helped bring Christ back into my life and
integrate His message and teachings into my spiritual practice. Therefore, I believe this
text has value for all spiritual seekers, and for those who have any Christian context in
their life. This includes a large portion of western society that grew up with Christian
ideas and morals integrated into its culture. For the dedicated Christian, this book is a
goldmine. It provides a map, or framework, for spiritual progression in a Christian
context. It will allow one to break out of the traditions and dogmas of their current faith
and settle into true Faith of Oneness As God that begins the process of Salvation and
Resurrection. It is not enough, however, to rely on church once or twice a week to
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progress spiritually. A true relationship with Jesus Christ and God begins with an
understanding of the True Nature of God as Nondual, and a dedicated practice that
aligns with that understanding.
I have experienced firsthand the transformational power of these teachings and
continue to invite Jesus Christ into my heart in all moments. I submit fully to God and
Jesus Christ and hope that this message reaches all who will benefit from it. In Gods
name; Amen.
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Part I
Nondual Christianity
John 1:1-14 (KJV)
1: In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.
2: The same was in the beginning with God.
3: All things were made by him; and without him was not any thing made that was made.
4: In him was life; and the life was the light of men.
5: And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not.
6: There was a man sent from God, whose name was John.
7: The same came for a witness, to bear witness of the Light, that all men through him
might believe.
8: He was not that Light, but was sent to bear witness of that Light.
9: That was the true Light, which lighteth every man that cometh into the world.
10: He was in the world, and the world was made by him, and the world knew him not.
11: He came unto his own, and his own received him not.
12: But as many as received him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God,
even to them that believe on his name:
13: Which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but
of God.
14: And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, (and we beheld his glory, the
glory as of the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth.
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Introduction
Gospel of John 10:30 KJV - "I and The Father are One."
By definition, (Nondual) Christianity is not a dualistic type of teaching or
spirituality that separates individuals from God in any way, ever. Christ Enbrightenment
recognizes that Jesus Christ is not separate or different from his devotees or disciples.
This means Jesus Christ is a Nondual spiritual teacher. Nondual means not two. It
implies that existence is not separate or divided. It means existence or God ItSelf is
undifferentiated. God Is the same at every point in space-time, in every direction, for
infinity. God (or Reality ItSelf) Is without imperfections and eternal. God's Reality Is
fundamentally the Reality of all. Truly, It (God) Is the Only Reality/Existence there Is. No
person/individual is actually 'separate' from God. A Nondual Reality or Nondual God
means there are no separate selves, anywhere, ever. It means that Only God truly
exists, and separate self is an illusion, not a reality. This perfectly aligns with Jesus
Christ's teachings; consider that it is not 'I' that is alive, but Christ as me.
This book is written to found and establish a Nondual Christian tradition named
Christ Enbrightenment. This is a Ministry with three points of focus that are the
foundational teachings of Christ Enbrightenment. The first is to teach what it means to
relate to Jesus Christ as Guru, as God ItSelf. The second is to disclose the entire
spiritual process of Salvation and Resurrection via the Transformation initiated, carried
out, and completed by the Holy Spirit. This second core focus of Christ Enbrightenment
includes the revelation of the whole process of Divine Transfiguration and
Transformation that happens with the disciple of Christ. This process includes a total
awakening of the Spiritual Cross (or the spiritual anatomy of each person) and a
progressive, developmental revelation of the three stages of Heart Realization or Christ
Enbrightenment. The third core focus is to establish a (Nondual) Heart Transmission
Ministry of Jesus Christ that creates a lineage of Ministers who serve the Heart
Transmission of Jesus Christ with all. Ultimately, these points of focus will lead to the
formation of monastic communities that serve the disciples of Jesus Christ and their
spiritual process in relationship to Jesus Christ. And that is it.
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The teachings of Christ Enbrightenment do not focus on dogma, prophecy, or
belief. You will not find any references to prophecy or attempts to discuss prophecy
and/or any related subjects. You will not find any dogmas that are presented as
necessary to believe. Christ Enbrightenment is primarily concerned with what happens
once a person has allowed Jesus Christ into their heart. This Nondual Christian tradition
will neither spread dogma or beliefs, nor will it convert anyone to the tradition itself.
There are, instead, processes discussed in this book that elaborate on how to initiate a
prepared person into Christ Enbrightenment.
Christ Enbrightenment is truly an integral and ecumenical form of Christianity that
provides a framework for progression through the stages of Awakening that lead to
Heart Realization and Communion with God and Christ. Therefore, it integrates well with
any tradition. A person can be Catholic, Pentecostal, Evangelical, etcetera, and still find
value in the offerings of Christ Enbrightenment. By staying focused on the Divine
Process of whole bodily Transfiguration and Transformation, including the three stages
of Christ Enbrightenment, the dogmas and beliefs that vary throughout Christianity are
ignored. It is one's Relationship with Jesus Christ, not a person's beliefs or dogmas, that
matters.
Christ Enbrightenment is the first and only Christian tradition that discloses the
whole Spiritual process, unto the Resurrection. No other Christian tradition in history has
done this. The teachings here have value in both spiritual and secular systems as it
deals with universal processes that all humans have the potential to encounter. The
spiritual anatomy (that is present in us all) and the transfiguration processes that occur
therein are empirical, experiential processes and not mere dogmatic interpretations or
muddled teachings.
The mission of Christ Enbrightenment is to produce wholly and completely God
Realized people in the name of Jesus Christ. The teachings of Christ Enbrightenment
are designed to cultivate and produce fully Heart Realized fruit of God, each forged in
the Fires of the Holy Spirit, ultimately purifying each person completely of separate self
(the sinner self).
Being One in Christ and One with God is not a metaphor for behavior. It does not
mean to live like Christ. Being One in Christ means no degrees of separation 'between
the flesh and God/Christ'. Nondual literally means there are no degrees of separation
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ever, anywhere, thus, no degrees of separate self actually or truly exist. And thus, the
Realization of Christ that is commune-icated to us is that God Alone Is. All time and
space could disappear, and God Alone would remain. This is the message of Christ:
that we surrender our feeling of separate self into the Holy Spirit and Holy Fire. With the
cessation of the activity of separate self, the Divine process arises where the individual
is awakened whole bodily to God; whereby their whole existence dissolves into Jesus
Christ's Nondual Heart.
Luke 17:21 KJV - " Neither shall they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, behold, the kingdom
of God is within you."
A Nondual Christian has Realized that Jesus Christ is their True Self and not
some imagined separate self. If you look for yourself in God, you will only find God. The
disciple of Jesus Christ has Realized this. This understanding, the realization there are
no true separate selves anywhere, is the Revelation of Jesus Christ's Nondual
teachings. It is our perception of being separate and other than God that leaves us
'missing the mark', moment to moment. Sin is merely the activity of separate self. To live
in alignment with God, you must surrender your separate self, the false self, for True
Freedom in Christ.
In Reality, all is always already done. There is nothing a person needs to wait for
or figure out in order to enjoy total, absolute, perfect Heart Communion and Heart
Realization with Jesus Christ. It is not important how you come to Jesus Christ, what is
important is what you do with that Relationship, how you grow from it, and how you
Serve that Awakening in others.
Ultimately, I am not interested in filling your head with knowledge or information,
or prophecy and dogma. I am not looking to confuse you or get you to question your
beliefs. I, as Heart Transmission Minister, am Only interested in your Transfiguration,
Transformation, and Resurrection through Jesus Christ. Leave your dogmas and beliefs
at the door. All that is here is God, Alone, beyond all religions and traditions, beyond all
concepts or perceptions. Beyond all! God Alone Is!
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Jesus Christ as Guru
To understand Jesus Christ as Guru, one must first understand what I mean by
Guru. The ancient Sanskrit word 'Guru' represents a spiritual teacher that guides the
disciple in Awakening to the Divine Light. That teacher helps the disciple Realize God.
The word is broken down into two parts: 'gu', or darkness, and 'ru', destroyer. Jesus
Christ is a Guru (a Heart Realized Guru). Jesus Christ is the destroyer of darkness.
In the relationship with Guru the disciple surrenders the feeling of separate self
into Heart Communion with the Guru Jesus Christ. The darkness of separate self is
destroyed (dissolved) in Heart Realization which becomes tangible as the Divine
process of God Realization progresses with the individual. The Guru serves the process
of the death of separate self. This process involves a complete disappearance of any
and all (apparent) separation with Jesus Christ (the Guru).
Jesus Christ is a Nondual Heart Realized Guru. The primary and fundamental
Way a Heart Realized Guru teaches is through Heart Communion or Heart
Transmission. The Teaching is beyond words and ideas. The Teaching is realized to be
Christ ItSelf. A relationship with Jesus Christ as Guru involves a process that begins
with learning who you Are and how that relates to who Jesus Christ Is. To know who
Jesus Christ Is, is to also know who you Are. In that understanding occurs the whole
transformation of a life of sin and separateness, to a life free of sin. All other teachings
are preparatory or introductory. They are there to support the devotees awakening of
Heart Communion with Jesus Christ, but they are not to be put in front of the primary
teaching of Heart Communion. The Primary teaching is also that each person be
Transformed by the Holy Spirit, wholly and completely, In THIS life! In Scripture Jesus
tells us who he Is.
John 10:30 - "I and the Father are one"
In this verse, Jesus Christ confesses, even testifies, that he is not separate from
God ItSelf. This verse says that Jesus Christ and God are literally One. There are no
differences between Jesus Christ and God. Literally, there is no between. There is no
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'they', there is no God and Jesus, there is Only God ItSelf, appearing As Jesus Christ.
God and Jesus Christ are not two beings that are joined together or came together at
some point. God and Jesus literally are Nondual. Not-separate, not-two. This
understanding is vital to understanding Jesus Christ and his teachings. It is vital in
understanding the relationship one has with Guru, with Jesus Christ.
At face value, this says that Jesus Christ's fleshy, physical bodily appearance, is
also perfectly God. Which is to say, to see Jesus Christ in the flesh was to see God in
the flesh; the One that must be Realized. The knowledge that God is not separate from
the flesh, from Jesus Christ's flesh, from our flesh, clearly demonstrates that God is not
separate from physical Reality, in any way, God Is Nondual. Therefore, the reality of
Jesus Christ's Self, inseparable from God ItSelf, is also the fundamental Reality of our
non-separate Self.
John 1:14 KJV - "And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, (and we beheld
his glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth."
This is a Nondual teaching, it is even more than a teaching, it is a Demonstration
of Nonduality and the Nondual Nature of God, it is a Demonstration of our Nondual
nature.
Gospel of John 5:19 - "Then answered Jesus and said unto them, Verily, verily, I say
unto you, The Son can do nothing of himself, but what he seeth the Father do: for what
things soever he doeth, these also doeth the Son likewise."
Gospel of John 10:15 - "I know mine own, and mine own know me, even as the Father
knoweth me and I know the Father."
The second verse clearly indicates that those who truly Know Jesus Christ
understand that neither He, nor anyone else, is separate from God. Christ is telling you
that in order to Know Him, you Must Know Him As the Father Knows Him . Therefore,
when a person relates to Jesus Christ, by surrendering separate self, by entering a
Spiritual Communion with Jesus Christ, that person is relating to Jesus as Guru, as God
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ItSelf. God ItSelf is the Guru, and God is Jesus Christ As Guru. Thus, to relate to Jesus
in the proper Way, is to relate to Him As God.
To properly understand what I really mean, you should consider those in life you
have loved as you would love God ItSelf. Who do you love right now that you love to the
same degree you love God? To understand Jesus as Guru, is to Realize the Same love
you have for God with Him. Realizing this love for Jesus as you would God ItSelf is
transformative. In that Realization, the heart opens, the Holy Spirit begins to shine and
burn. You Realize God As the Very Same Shining Light of Jesus Christ. The relationship
one has with Jesus Christ in that moment awakens to what I deeply mean by relating to
Jesus As Guru. The relationship a person has with Jesus must be built on the
Recognition of Jesus As God. The Recognition that Jesus and God are the Very Same.
In that relationship, true spiritual growth and development begins.
The relationship one has with Jesus Christ is the Primary Way He Serves God
and you. In this relationship, one discovers that Jesus transmits the Holy Spirit. If you
were in the same room as a bodily Jesus, and prepared to Receive His Heart

Transmission, you would easily notice and feel His heart transmission. In truth, Jesus
does not need to be bodily present for a person, a disciple of Christ, to recognize and
notice His Heart Transmission. The 'Transmission' Is the Holy Spirit ItSelf, which is nonseparate from God, and thus His Heart Transmission can be felt anywhere in existence,
even in the apparent bodily absence of Jesus Christ.
When a person truly begins to know their self beyond the separate self by
allowing Jesus Christ to enter the heart, the awakening of the heart (in center of chest)
begins. This is a clear and demonstrable sign of the Nondual relationship whereby one
grows in Heart Realization (Christ Enbrightenment). You grow in Spirit by Realizing you
are One with Jesus Christ and there are Signs and stages that are correlated with that
growth. In the recognition of Jesus Christ As God, a person, simultaneously and
instantly, starts to have a fruitful relationship with Jesus. To recognize this in relationship
to Jesus is to recognize His Heart Transmission.
The Guru serves like a candle that burns providing heat and light. As the disciple
experiences the ups and downs of progressing through a Spiritual Transformation, the
Guru (Jesus Christ) remains steady and shining. An instant refuge for the disciple to turn
to. Moment to moment Christ, as Guru, remains an ever-present Spiritual refuge for the
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individual that is transcendent of suffering and sin. This is how one should relate to
Guru, by constantly turning to Christ, the Guru, for peace from the madness of the world.
To surrender the activity of a sinner's life. The Guru or Jesus Christ transmits the Fiery
Heat of the Holy Spirit that is Necessary for spiritual growth and awakening. The disciple
can always turn to the Guru and surrender the separate self, over and over again, into
that Blissful and Fiery Heart Transmission, moment to moment. Time, space and/or
location has no effect on one's relationship with Jesus Christ as Guru. As a person
grows in God Realization through Christ, the spiritual anatomy will, by grace, come to
life.
The Heart transmission of Jesus Christ is What Burns away the activity of the
sinner self within the individual and catalyzes and initiates the awakening of the Spiritual
Cross (spiritual anatomy). One must remain in the Holy Fire of Christ for the process of
the death of separate self to complete. The deeper one's relationship with Jesus
becomes, the more often and frequent one will notice the Holy Spirit burning in the
chest, even whole bodily and whole Reality. This is the Necessary Fire that makes way
for the transfiguration and transformation of the disciple of Christ. Therefore, the
evidence that you are properly relating to Jesus Christ as Guru and demonstrably
growing in Spirit is the awakening of the spiritual heart(s), which is part of the Spiritual
Cross or spiritual anatomy.
Gospel of Luke 24:32 KJV - "And they said one to another, Did not our heart burn within
us, while he talked with us by the way, and while he opened to us the scriptures?"
It is clear from this verse that it is through Heart Communion with Jesus Christ
that his teachings become clear and easy to understand. It is through Heart Communion
with Jesus Christ that all is understood. It is through a Nondual relationship with Jesus
Christ that his revelation of God and Truth is clear. Those in Heart Communion with
Jesus Christ, those who Recognize His Heart Transmission, tacitly, understood or
implied without being stated, know he is God ItSelf. That Same Self of Jesus Christ and
God are literally the Same Self of all. To live a Nondual relationship with Jesus Christ is
the proper relationship. It is a relationship based on Truth, it is a relationship that
removes sin and the sinner from a person's life. To know Christ, as the Father knows
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Him, is to know Jesus Christ as God ItSelf. This is done through Heart Communion with
Jesus Christ. The mind can't fathom this truth. It requires a spiritual Intelligence that
transcends the mind, thoughts and ideas. In Heart Communion the illusion of
separation, the illusion of a separate self, and the illusion of separation from God ItSelf
all dissolve.
In Heart Communion with Jesus Christ you will feel your chest burn, radiate,
and/or become immersed in a holy, sacred, and a tangible love-blissful Presence. Heart
Communion comes about through grace, through surrendering the separate self into the
transmission of Jesus Christ's Heart Realization. This is the proper Way, the original
Way, and fundamentally, the primary Way Jesus Christ teaches and reveals God. Jesus
Christ did not come to teach you to memorize verses, self-evident truths and dogmas, or
to prepare for another life after this one, assuming you will remain a sinner until death.
On the contrary, Jesus Christ taught that you should be transformed through Heart
Communion in this life, to get started right now. He taught that everyone should be
whole bodily transfigured and transformed by Heart Communion so that your True Self,
the Same Self of Jesus Christ, is Realized to be your Very own Self as well. The
testament of Jesus Christ declares that Reality and God are Nondual, that nothing is
separate from God, not even the flesh or physical reality.
Gospel of Luke 6:40 - "The disciple is not above his master: but every one that is perfect
shall be as his master."
At the core of Jesus Christ teachings there is no-separate-self, there is no
separation anywhere. To Realize God, to Realize Jesus Christ's teachings is a Nondual
Realization of Existence and God. Christ Enbrightenment is what I call that Realization.
The devotee of Jesus Christ is destined to Heart-Realize the Same Heart Realization
and Heart Communion Jesus Christ has with God ItSelf. As a matter of fact, it IS the
Very Same Heart Realization and Heart Communion. It is like drinking from the Same
river as Jesus Christ. The Same Exact life that flows in Jesus Christ is the Same you are
destined to awaken. This is how the Guru serves the disciple. What the Guru has
Realized is what the disciple is supposed to Realize.
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Gospel of Matthew 15:8 - "This people draweth nigh unto me with their mouth, and
honoureth me with their lips; but their heart is far from me."
Finally, Heart Communion is an eternal relationship that, ultimately, dissolves the
relationship itself, leaving the individual immersed as God Alone. In the proper
relationship with Jesus Christ, As Guru, the disciple Heart Realizes that there is no
separation anywhere in life, reality, or existence from God or Christ. Being One with
Christ means all differences are dissolved, not even the slightest difference is left or
noticed. A relationship with Jesus Christ is an eternal relationship, it is a relationship
with the Guru, the destroyer of darkness. It is a relationship of the unchanging eternal
Reality of God ItSelf and the apparent changing reality of the body and mind. We are all
temples of the Eternal Spirit of God. In our Heart Communion with Jesus Christ (as
Guru) these temples are transfigured and transformed so that God ItSelf may live As
you.
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Gathering in His Name
Gospel of Matthew 18:20 - "For where two or three are gathered together in my name,
there am I in the midst of them."
It is more important to pray and meditate on Christ together than it is to deny
each other's relationship with Jesus based on different beliefs and dogmas. It is better to
practice tolerance than it is to convert people to 'your religion'. It is better to join together
today in spiritual recognition of Christ and Christ in each one of us, than it is to be 'right'
about some belief or dogma or theology. There are numerous ways a person can
cultivate, through prayer and meditation, and so on. But there is not a set or group of
spiritual practices that MUST be done by all. In other words, your religion's practices and
ways of growing in Christ cannot be prescribed as a one size fits all. Thus, in many
ways, the individual can choose their practice, what works for them, what is best for the
individual for their particular stage of Christ Enbrightenment, or join with a church and
become devoted to their practices and ways. Maybe a person does both, who knows,
Jesus Christ knows. This is important to understand when gathering in His name, and
that point is, while we may or may not share some of the same spiritual practices, we
definitely share Jesus Christ. Our sinless Self Is Christ, which Is our Nondual Self, and
That Is the Self we All share!
Our practices, beliefs, and dogmatic limits of our chosen religion are secondary to
our Unlimited relationship with Christ, and secondary to Gathering in His Name. Those
who claim to have the perfect or 'right and required' Christian religion or practices, and
end up pushing others away because of this are missing the teaching of Christ that
transcends religion. When we gather in His name, we are gathering to celebrate Jesus
Christ and His life, and we are gathered together because Jesus Christ has united us in
Spirit and Consciousness. Jesus Christ's Heart Transmission has brought people from
various walks of life together, not our religion or religious practices. We gather in His
name to enjoy our Nondual Self, which is tangibly manifest as Heart Fire, as the
transcendental feeling-presence of the Holy Spirit. This is noticed as a Holy Presence
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that surrounds you and even moves through you. It may be felt as Holy Fire radiating
from the chest and head, even whole bodily.
We know that our hearts are in the right relationship with Christ when our hearts
Light up with the Holy Spirit and Holy Heart-Fire, even Holy Bliss. When we gather in
His name and our hearts are on Fire with the Holy Spirit all who are Ready to Receive
Christ will partake in that Holy Communion. Heart Communion (among those gathered
and ready) is the result of being in the Right Relationship with Christ, and the whole
congregation or group will know It when It (the Holy Spirit) becomes intensely active. We

will notice the Holy One active in each other during the times we gather in His name.
The Activity of the Holy Spirit in each person, and working as The One through a crowd
or group, is working towards the death of the separate self in each person; the death of
the activity of sin. The Holy Spirit is transfiguring each person and transforming each
person through Holy Fire.
Do not think of the experience of the Holy Spirit as if God or Christ is confirming
your beliefs and dogmas. The Holy Spirit does not care about your religion, the Holy
One is working in you so that the life of the separate-self (sinner self) is burnt up into
nothing and totally dissolved in God. This is a Divine process, not a simple experience
that once it happens you have nothing left to do with your Spiritual life. Do not let the
Holy Spirit become entertainment or something to do on Sunday morning. The Divine
Movement and Action of the Holy Spirit is to become a constant, perpetual and
unending living-presence in your life. True transfiguration from the Holy Spirit awakens
in all parts of your life, including waking, dreaming, and even deep sleep.
Gathering in Jesus Christ Name initiates the conditions for spiritual growth in
every corner of life, at all times of your life, and in all places of your life. The Holy Spirit
is not a carnival ride you get on for fun on Sunday morning, and hop off once the ride
(church) is over. Thinking and relating to the Holy Spirit this way means you are treating
the Holy Spirit like you do everything else in life, as though you are only there to be
entertained. I once heard a quote that sort of goes like this, 'most people would rather go

to a lecture on Heaven rather than do what is required to Realize Heaven' .
The individual's spiritual process proceeds at their own pace (through God's
grace), and when we gather in His name it is more important to make room for everyone
regardless of that person's (stage of) Heart Realization. The Holy Spirit actively works
17
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with individuals and with crowds or groups (sometimes simultaneously), and it is not our
business to judge How the Holy One is working or wants to work with anyone. There is
no need to judge each other's stage of progress, we are all accounted for from the
beginning. Therefore, simply surrender by grace into Heart Communion with Jesus
Christ moment to moment instead of looking around and wondering who is more
advanced or more realized in Christ. When we come together in Jesus Christ name, and
in Communion with His Presence, we are all progressively growing and awakening
together, but at different paces or rates. However, the Great Joy of Accepting Jesus
Christ into our hearts is that, even though there is an important Spiritual process to be
fulfilled in each person, we are Instantly and Perfectly always and inherently Self
Realized. We are Always Already Accounted for in Christ prior to any sin or self
delusion. In order to truly grow and develop in the Spiritual process of transfiguration
and transformation you must have the right foundation. That foundation is Jesus Christ
and your relationship with Jesus Christ, and you are Gathered in His Name to support
both your Spiritual process and others. You are gathered together to both support your
relationship with Jesus and everyone else's relationship with Jesus that is gathered with
you.
By gathering in His name we acknowledge and recognize our (Transcendental)
True Self in Christ. Thus, we look beyond our differences by recognizing Christ's Heart
Transmission over and above any beliefs or dogmatic differences, or any other
differences. This is how Jesus Christ, HimSelf, is that which is integral and ecumenical,
something dogmas and beliefs cannot ultimately be. Dogmas and beliefs are what
separates us in the mind, but not truly in the Heart. In the Heart we Are (always, prior to
any manifestation of time and space) inherently One, and there is nothing anyone can
do to change that or end that.
Belief and dogma are always transcended through Heart Communion. It is the
inter-commune-ication of the Living Presence of Jesus Christ that unites us, not finding
a way to get all our ideologies to fit together. When we gather in His name it should not
be to confirm belief, dogma and/or any interpretation of Scripture. We gather in Jesus
Christ name because we are One in Heart Communion with Jesus Christ. We celebrate
His life, death, and resurrection, His teachings, His sacrifice, and His work to bear
witness of Truth and God. But, most importantly, we celebrate As one Spirit, As one
18
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Being, As one Body, As one Heart, As one Light and Love, and as fruit of Jesus Christ's
teachings and sacrifice. In Jesus Christ we celebrate the absence of separation, we
celebrate our Nonduality, and we celebrate our Transcendental and Eternal God.
The churches that are formed in the name of Jesus Christ, regardless if you have
been here for more than a thousand years or just formed yesterday, should understand
that Jesus Christ is our transcendental, universal, integral, and ecumenical foundation
for a Spiritual life. We can be unique through our traditions, but this does not require us
to be against each other, as Jesus Christ is not against any of us. We can find ways to
support, join together and still keep our unique cultural differences, and even if some

just can't get along, remember Jesus. Most of our (religious) differences are accents of
our local people and cultures, and they are not something that must be forced on
everyone else. We should live and relate as One Body, and celebrate our unique ways
for engaging the Process of Salvation. The left hand cannot be the right hand, nor can
the left foot be the right foot. You are called to Commune with your brothers and sisters,
and you are not called to judge and condemn your brothers and sisters; love one
another as God loves you. There is no need for a universal Christian tradition, even
though Jesus Christ is a universal person. Therefore, there is no need to convert all to a
single religion, nor is there any reason to 'convert' anyone to Christ Enbrightenment.
As we gather in His name there is a science of Spirit to be recognized. There is
an anatomy of spiritual consciousness that each person is born with. I name this
anatomy of spirit the Spiritual Cross, and all Christians (and non-Christians) share this
reality, this science of spirit. We all share the same spiritual anatomy like we all share
the same physical anatomy. We all share the same Spirit, we all share the Same
Transcendental Consciousness (of Guru or Christ), we all share the same God, we all
share Jesus Christ, and we all share God's Light. Our ecumenical work, in Christ
Enbrightenment, is about celebrating what transcends our differences while having
differences. The Holy Spirit is what teaches us when we are gathered in His name, and
that teaching appears in Heart Realization and Heart Communion with Jesus Christ. The
Holy Spirit Is God ItSelf. Consider the follow verses.
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Gospel of John 1:33 - "And I knew him not: but he that sent me to baptize with water, the
same said unto me, Upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit descending, and remaining on
him, the same is he which baptizeth with the Holy Ghost."
Gospel of John 15:26 - "But when the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you
from the Father, even the Spirit of truth, which proceedeth from the Father, he shall
testify of me:"
Gospel of John 14:16 - "And I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another
Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever;"
When we are gathered together in His name, that is an immediate recognition of
Christ’s Eternal Living Reality, and it is an immediate recognition of our Divine
Conscious Communion (Connection) in that Reality. Look deeper at the preachers that
say they are sinners, yet they are ministers of God and Jesus Christ, and calling you to

'gather in His name as sinners, and you will remain a sinner regardless if you have a
genuine spiritual relationship with Christ' . How many of you claim to be sinners, and of
the body of Christ? Do you see the contradiction here? Many of you have been taught
that this makes sense. It has nothing to do with True Christ. Jesus sent people away
telling them not to sin anymore over 2000 years ago. So, if Jesus could suggest that a
person in his day can live without sin, why would someone think that this is impossible
today (Gospel of John 8:11 and 9:3)? Ask yourself how a sinner can be of the body of
sinlessness (body of Christ)? Impossible. The follow verses will clarify this.
Gospel of John 8:11 - "She said, No man, Lord. And Jesus said unto her, Neither do I
condemn thee: go, and sin no more."
1st John 5:18 - "We know that whosoever is born of God sinneth not; but he that is
begotten of God keepeth himself, and that wicked one toucheth him not."
There is a lie that has been passed down for centuries, from preacher to
preacher, and that lie is to teach that we cannot live free of sin. Any ministry that claims
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it is not possible to live free of sin is denying the teachings Jesus Christ. Those
preachers and priests are denying His story as a human, as one of us. Any ministry that
binds you to the chains of sin is not of the ministry of Jesus Christ. When we gather in
Jesus Christ name, we are there to be in Communion with His Divine Presence and with
each other, we are not there to remain in the state of sin, and/or to pretend our humanity
is an obstacle to life without sin. We are there, together, in Jesus Christ death, therefore,
we are Also with Him in the Newness of the Resurrection, instantly. When we gather in
Jesus Christ name we are there to grow and be transfigured by that Presence. When we
gather in Jesus Christ name we are there to be Living Precedents of Total fulfillment of
Jesus Christ Teaching, which is being One in God and being totally transformed in our
bodies (temples) by the Holy Spirit. We Are the Temples of God ItSelf!
We are gathered in His name to Commune, Grow and be Transformed. The kinds
and types of practices Christians engage in are necessarily Transcended through Heart
Communion with Jesus Christ. It is not the practice that is necessary, rather it is the
results of the practice, which is awakening to the Holy Spirit. Gathering in His name
means gathering in his Singular Presence, which also means the disappearance of
(apparent) separation. Imagine sitting down in a room full of people who have opened
their hearts to Jesus, everyone is meditating on that Presence, and no one is debating
belief or dogma. We gather in His name to unite the splintered churches, and bring
together those divided through interpretations of Scripture. Finally, the True
understanding of Gathering in Jesus Christ’s name is for Heart Communion through
Jesus Christ with each other. It is the signature of sin to take our gathering in the name
of Jesus Christ, and turn it into a debate over belief and dogma. It is not necessary to
break down which one of the Christian religions is the true one, none of them are. Join
together in His Heart Transmission, in His Heart Communion with all. Live and relate to
all in the same way Jesus does, and do not be caged in belief and dogma, nor should
you attempt to trap your spiritual family in the cages of belief and dogma. Gather in His
Name, Amen.
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Transcend Scripture
Gospel of John 14:26 - "But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father
will send in my name, he shall teach you all things, and bring all things to your
remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto you."
There are all sorts of Christians. The one thing in common is Jesus Christ. The
divisions that have appeared over the years all have their unique claims and they all
seem to find evidence to support their truth and reasons for division in the Bible.
Instead, of wading through all the details for division, the following will explore Christ’s
most fundamental and esoteric teaching: Heart Communion, or Heart Realization, which
transcends all interpretations of the Bible. His teaching implies that we must grow
beyond a relationship with words and ideas to a genuine Spiritual relationship with
Jesus Christ. The teaching of Heart Communion or Heart Realization forms the
foundation of Christ's teachings, not the beliefs and dogmas you find that form the
foundation of a religion. Christ Enbrightenment is a relationship beyond words, books,
writings, buildings, beliefs, and dogmas.
In order to Truly Know Christ, you Must realize THAT, in Heart Communion,
through the Holy Spirit, not through memorizing the Bible or clinging to beliefs. However,
Scripture is priceless. Scripture should not be thrown out because one is no longer held
in the chains of beliefs and dogmas. Since God can be talked about, but cannot be
captured in words, it becomes important to consciously transcend or grow beyond the
limitations of words and thoughts. To fulfill the Divine Spiritual Process of
Transfiguration and Transformation by the Holy Spirit, the disciple of Christ must take a
Divine Leap of Faith. This is done by surrendering the attachment to separate self into
the Light of God. To do this a person should surrender the feeling of separate self, which
is the activity of sin. A person should surrender the (conscious activity of the) self
contraction or the 'feeling of separate self' into the Heart of Eternal God, in the Heart of
Christ.
The Transcendental Presence of the Holy Spirit Is the Only Way to Know Jesus
Christ Truly. It is the Only Way Heart Communion is Realized with Jesus Christ. That is
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the Only Way to fulfill (or realize) His teachings and message. The Holy Spirit
transcends all and It Is the True Teacher, which puts the True Teaching beyond words
and ideas, beyond shapes and forms. The Holy Spirit is only invisible until the Divine
Light of Jesus Christ is noticed, recognized, and surrendered unto. Therefore, the Holy
Spirit is not truly 'invisible' (but to those whom are still blind), the Holy Spirit Is the Light
of God ItSelf, Literally. The individual must recognize Jesus Christ tacitly through the
Holy Spirit (through our Nondual nature), beyond the body and mind, in the
Transcendental Brightness of Christ. Consequently, no one tradition can claim an actual
monopoly on Christ.
Fundamentally, this leaves all future Devotees/Disciples of Christ to Learn and
come to realization through a bodily Communion with Him Directly; through a conscious
Awakening of Direct communion within Christ consciousness. Therefore, our religions
are there to Serve this relationship with our Guru. Our religions are supposed to Serve
the disciples life of sinlessness, and to support the transfiguration and transformation of
each individual based our relationship with Christ. Yet, our religions and personal
interpretations of Scripture lead us astray. Focusing on interpretations of revelations,
prophecy, or the 'end times' leads to divisive rhetoric that is toxic to the process of
growing and Realizing ourselves beyond Scripture. Debating and battling over
interpretations of Christ's Testament does not bring us together, it only (attempts to)
divide us.
Spiritual Communion through the Presence of Jesus Christ allows us to
transcend dogma and beliefs for a collaborative growth between individuals devoted to
Christ (to Christ Enbrightenment). And, it opens the way for collaborative growth by
various religions of Christianity working together to Serve each other. Various Christian
religions can Serve other Christians (not of their church) by not closing the doors on
them. No one knows why a person may stop in your church and take time to listen to the
Holy Spirit. I can promise the Holy Spirit did not bring them there because you have the
True Christian church that All must join. God works in mysterious ways, don't try to force
your religion on someone because you think the Holy Spirit wants them to convert to it.
The individual is already converted to Jesus Christ. This is why that person is listening
to the Holy Spirit!
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Scripture is there for many reasons. One of those reasons is so we have the story
and life of Jesus Christ, including the Way He taught, described in the Bible. Scripture,
including the Bible, is not the teaching or teacher ItSelf. The Holy Spirit Is the Teaching
and the Teacher (Guru). Our Spiritual Life is beyond words, born of Eternal and Divine
Silence. It Is the I Am of all that remains, even after all of time and space disappear. Any
tradition that clings onto 'my way or hell' is not Serving Christ or His disciples. Jesus
Christ did not say a book would eventually be written and that book will teach His
disciples all things. Jesus said the Holy Spirit Is the Teacher (the Guru), and It Is His
Teacher (Guru) as well, as the Holy Spirit Is God ItSelf. Therefore, take time to discover
the True Teachings of Jesus Christ, which are beyond any book, ideas, or thoughts.
Gospel of Luke 17: 20-21 - “20 - And when he was demanded of the Pharisees, when
the kingdom of God should come, he answered them and said, The kingdom of God
cometh not with observation: 21- Neither shall they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for,
behold, the kingdom of God is within you."
The Only Way to Realize Jesus Christ Teachings is through Direct Communion
with his Presence. This is clearly expressed in the following verse.
Gospel of Luke 24:31-32 - "31 - And their eyes were opened, and they knew him; and he
vanished out of their sight. 32 - And they said one to another, did not our heart burn
within us, while he talked with us by the way, and while he opened to us the scriptures?"
No amount of memorizing, studying, quoting, or laying Salvation out as meeting a
set of tenants can trump the Primary Teaching through the Heart Communing Presence
of Jesus Christ. This means that all forms of Christianity are subject to learn about
Christ, first and foremost, through the Divine Presence of the Holy Spirit. Any writings or
forms of media concerning Jesus Christ can be looked at and understood as secondary,
there to Serve the disciple as preparatory to Heart Communion. Once the Heart-Fire is
Awake (the Holy Spirit is realized to be active and alive within one's self), and Living
Freely more and more in your life, all other communications concerning Christ are
clearly understood and transcended. This does not mean you stop reading the Bible,
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God forbid, this does not mean you don't need to study the Testament of Christ and
come to know Him through it (Bible).
Ultimately, no one is required to wait for a future time to Realize and Commune
Fully in Christ. His life, death, and resurrection are a Testament to this Truth. Therefore,
understand that the True Kingdom of God is everywhere, inherently always perfectly
Present, and spread out before you, within you and As you. All beliefs and dogma have
value, however all beliefs and dogma are limited and often limiting. None of them can
take you by the hand and walk you to some heaven to be with God; you can’t think your
way into heaven. Scripture cannot Be your Truth; it is intended for you to learn about
Jesus Christ and His teachings, not to be worshipped itself. In conclusion, we must learn
to transcend all Scripture, we must learn to Learn through the Holy Spirit principally and
primarily. Heart Communion Is the Primary Communication and Teacher of Jesus
Christ, not a book. We Are One in God, not in a book. There is Only One True Teacher
(Guru) and that Is the Holy Spirit, this IS the Teaching we are called to Realize because
It IS God ItSelf.
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Part II
Divine Process of Salvation and Resurrection
1 John 1:5 (KJV)
5: This then is the message which we have heard of him, and declare unto you, that
God is light, and in him is no darkness at all.
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Being Saved
Gospel of John 1:1-3 - "1: In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God. 2: The same was in the beginning with God. 3: All things were
made by him; and without him was not any thing made that was made."
What Is Salvation? What does 'being saved' mean? Is there anything left to do
once "I'm saved"? What does it mean to be born again? What does it mean to deny
self? How does being saved relate to my true Self in the Image of God? What is being
saved if I'm made in the Image of God? If I'm a sinner, then how do I become the Image
of God, or if I'm a sinner what changes about me that allows me to live a sinless life, to
live in Oneness with God and Jesus Christ? These are questions that will be answered
in the coming chapter, and throughout the rest of this book. To begin with, 'being saved'
should be understood in the context of a Nondual God and Reality, and that ministry is
explained through the Light (Divine Process) of Christ Enbrightenment.
To know what being born again or being saved really means one must
understand our relationship with God and Jesus Christ. There is no separation or
difference of oneself (True Self) and God ItSelf. God and Jesus Christ are Nondual (nottwo), there is no between, or difference, or degrees of separation with God and Jesus
Christ. The sinner-self is the essence of believing, living and relating to God and Christ
(and everything) as a separate self, as something other than Christ. This false
conscious relationship a person has and experiences with the world and God Is an
activity of consciousness, and it is what must be burnt up in the Divine process of
Salvation. Only the Holy Spirit can do this, there is no other way.
We are called to Realize our Oneness with Jesus Christ, and that Oneness is not
separate from God ItSelf. Thus, ultimately, there are no degrees of separation,
difference, or distance with God and you. Therefore, to be saved, is to be saved from all
degrees of separation, from a life of separate self (sin), and a life not lived through God
ItSelf or Christ ItSelf. A sinner's life is one that includes separation in everything, this is
more than an idea a person holds, sin is, at its root, an activity of (consciously) seeking
to be separate through consciously feeling separate, and that means a continuous or
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perpetual 'contraction of conscious' that is attached to and clung to as the 'sense of self'.
The activity of sin, the activity of apparently feeling separation (from everything,
including God ItSelf), is what dissolves in Heart Communion with Jesus Christ. When sin
dissolves in Heart Communion, all sense of separation disappear and evaporate, even if
for only a moment. Only God is left Present and Blissful in Heart Communion.
The Holy Spirit ItSelf is all that Is. Therefore, there is no room for multiple selves,
for a 'me and God' experience, in the Holy Spirit. There is Only room for God ItSelf. The
Holy Spirit burns the life or activity of sin away via the Holy Transfiguring Heart-Fire of
Jesus Christ. Thus, the Way of being born again and being saved means the surrender
of separate self into the Holy Spirit, into the Holy Transcendental (beyond time and
space, yet somehow perfectly Present everywhere in time and space) Presence of Light
and Love, into God ItSelf. Denying (separate) self is really a tacit recognition of the
Truth: that God is Nondual, that Jesus Christ Is God, and that we are One with Jesus
Christ and God ItSelf. That tacit understanding translates into a person devoting their life
to the whole process of Salvation and Christ Enbrightenment, which amounts to
abandoning a life of separate self in every way. It means abandoning the attachment to
separate-self existence in every way.
Being saved is the beginning, not the end of a life devoted to Jesus Christ and
His revelation. The separate self is not born again, instead, it dies, and the Holy Spirit
consumes/transforms the individual, leaving only the Holy Spirit present and nothing of
the separate self. Being born again means seeing the old self die and the new, True,
Self (Image of God) realized as the individual's life. This is the Real meaning of being
born again. Being saved, in the heart of the idea, means that the separate-self dies and
'the born-again Self' (Image of God) is turned to for life. We are reborn not as a separate
self, but As our Divine Eternal Self. Once a person accepts Jesus Christ into their heart
the individual is committing to Living through the Image of God with Christ, it does not
mean to live through the 'image of separate self' in relationship to Christ.
Even though there is a process of death of the separate self, each person is
accounted for in Jesus Christ once their heart is truly committed. That means from the
beginning. Even though there is a process of Salvation, the individual has left the
sinner's life behind immediately upon realization of Truth. This is the understanding of
the scripture above that says we are dead with Jesus Christ on the Cross, and we are
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also Raised with Him in the Resurrection of the New Life. This applies to the ones that
take Jesus Christ into their hearts and surrender to Him even though the individual has
not formally progressed through the stages of Heart Realization in Christ. Translated in
another way, you are Saved immediately and instantly, even though the new Christian
has not become (tangibly) Immersed in the Presence of the Holy Spirit moment to
moment. The recognition of the Presence of the Holy Spirit comes about through the
Divine Process of Salvation. For some the experience of the Holy One may happen
during the process of Being Saved, however, without cultivation and transformation of
one's Relationship with Christ, there is no spiritual progress beyond an initiation into
Christ. Full Realization of Christ is a process, not like a fast-food drive through where
you pull up get zapped and continue in your same ways, leaving behind the opportunity
for Real change and spiritual growth. Don't treat Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit like
some cool experience you seek out. Christ Must Become your Whole Life, not just an
occasional experience.
Romans 6:4 - "Therefore we are buried with him by baptism into death: that like as
Christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of the Father, even so we also should
walk in newness of life."
What this fundamentally says is that in order for us to be transfigured and
transformed by the Holy Spirit we must recognize Jesus Christ for who He Is. Inherently
and already identify with Jesus Christ As He Is. You must already know who you Truly
Are for the separate self to dissolve in Heart Communion. You must know who you Are
in your heart, in the Heart of Jesus Christ, for the process of Resurrection to progress
thoroughly unto completion. You can't imagine being separate from God and
subsequently receive the Baptism of Heart Communion with Jesus Christ. The Baptism
of the Heart is the Baptism of the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit's work in the individual
to transfigure and transform them from the life of separate self. Therefore, relating to
God and Christ as a separate self cannot reveal or unveil the Holy Spirit.
A complete understanding of what sin is involves the understanding that even
though we commit ourselves to Heart Communion and Oneness in Jesus Christ, and we
deny the separate self, the conscious experience (self-contraction) of separate self
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continues to appear in our lives. Thus, we are saved by grace, not by our effort. Truly
the separate self will not cease to feel Real by dismissing the idea or concept of
separate self. The separate self, at its root, is an activity the individual is participating in,
not an actual separate self (created by God). The individual will continue to return to a
life of the separate self because that is what they are conditioned and habituated to do.
Because it is comfortable. Breaking habits is often an uncomfortable process. Faith
allows the individual to cross over from a conditioned life that seeks to be separate from
all things, to a life committed to Heart Communion and Heart Realization through Jesus
Christ, to being One with All things. It is converting to a life of Oneness or Nonduality
from a life of separation from all. Faith is what enables the individual to 'be saved'. Faith
comes by grace, not by an intellectual understanding that convinces the person to
‘change their mind’. Faith is key to keeping the individual involved in the process of
Heart Communion and the dying process of separate self. It is the kind of Faith that
knows who you Really Are in Jesus Christ, Faith in Jesus Christ being who He Is, and
by Faith in the process of Resurrection. This Faith urges you to continue to surrender
the separate self unto Jesus Christ, forever. Not just on Sundays when the preacher is
fired up and transmitting the Presence of the Holy Spirit.
Surrendering of separate self in Jesus Christ happens more and more with
devotion to consciously surrendering to the Presence of the Holy Spirit. The whole
process can be described in stages following the individual getting saved and devoting
oneself completely to Jesus Christ. That process is being revealed here in fullness and
totality. One could say being saved and being born again are the same, yet it is also
possible to say they are a bit different, or at least refer to specific understandings related
to turning to Jesus Christ as Guru. In my understanding, 'being saved' is what must first
happen, and being 'born again' is a process that can only happen after the individual is
saved. It may be thought of that these two events are really one and the same, and that
in the same moment a person is saved, that person is born again. There is, however, a
deeper revelation being communicated in the ideas of being saved and being born
again.
The deeper mystery is revealed in the process of transfiguration and
transformation, which involve the awakening of all three hearts of our spiritual anatomy.
The mystery of the Resurrection and the mystery of Spiritual Cross has not been fully
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revealed in any Christian tradition until Christ Enbrightenment, until now. In order to fully
comprehend the transfiguration and transformation the Holy Spirit affects in each
devotee of Jesus Christ one must understand Heart Communion and Heart Realization.
Each person has a spiritual body or spiritual anatomy. In Christ Enbrightenment, this
spiritual anatomy is sacredly referred to as the "Spiritual Cross". The awakening of the
three hearts of the Spiritual Cross, the awakening of the Resurrection Current, and the
stages of this Divine process are fully revealed here. The whole process of the death of
separate self and the Resurrection of Christ are explained through the stages of Heart
Realization, which begins with Being Saved.
1 Corinthians 15:44 - "It is sown a natural body; it is raised a spiritual body. There is a
natural body, and there is a spiritual body."
Philippians 3:21 - "Who shall change our vile body, that it may be fashioned like unto his
glorious body, according to the working whereby he is able even to subdue all things
unto himself."
The Spiritual Cross is the full revelation of our spiritual body, it is a full revelation
of our spiritual anatomy, and it is a full revelation of how we are changed and share in
the Eternal Joy of Jesus Christ. Fundamentally, the Spiritual Cross gets the name from
the shape of the whole anatomy or whole spiritual body. Simply, the Spiritual Cross
consists of three hearts (of consciousness or hearts of spirit) across the chest or what is
called the horizontal line of the Spiritual Cross, and three centers of spirit above and
below the center-heart make up the vertical line of the Spiritual Cross. The shape forms
a cross, thus, the name. There are three stages of Heart Realization and Heart
Communion with Jesus Christ in relationship to our spiritual body (Spiritual Cross).
In each stage specific processes come about through the activity of the Holy
Spirit in the individual. These processes are related to a progressive dying of the activity
separate self or sin or the sinner, and the stages are marked by specific awakenings of
specific hearts in the Spiritual Cross. Consider the following verse.
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Gospel of Luke 17:21 - "Neither shall they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, behold, the
kingdom of God is within you."
Before stage one of the process of Salvation can get going, the individual needs
to get saved, and commit to a Faithful Life based on our Nondual Image in God.
Presented here are new and fresh teachings regarding the practice of getting saved.
They are designed to express three fundamental teachings of Jesus Christ which are
the

three-primary-messages

that

should

be

communicated

to

the

potential

devotee/disciple of Jesus Christ. These three-primary-messages are as follows along
with the associated Scripture:
1: God is the Only Identity (True Self) and the Only Presence of existence (Gospel of
John 1:1-3).
2: Jesus Christ Is Perfectly One (not-separate) with God (Gospel of John 10:30).
3: Everyone is called to deny separate self into Jesus Christ so that a person may live
True Self, which Is the Image of God. (Gospel of Matthew 16:24-26).
This is the Way to present the idea of being saved through Christ
Enbrightenment. Any other way of practicing this, which does not acknowledge and/or
communicate the three-primary-messages of being saved, are not in line with Jesus
Christ’s True Message and Revelation, nor are they fulfilling His Message today. There
are often other dogmas inserted in the ministry of saving someone, not everyone uses
the same primary messages or 'reasons', but, fundamentally, there is not one perfect
way to go about 'saving someone'. Yet, when the ministry of being saved is scripturally
sourced in the three-primary messages of the Gospel, it (the ministry) does not present
anyone with a choice between eternal hell or eternal heaven. The Enbrightened way
reiterates what it takes to Realize the Fullness of Jesus Christ Teachings right Now,
nothing else. In Christ's love All fear is cast away!
Those three-primary-messages accent the fundamental teaching and revelation
of Jesus Christ. This way of presenting being saved does not set up the person(s)
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listening to the ministry with an unacceptable alternative (eternal hell). This is what a
genuine method of the ministry of being saved looks like through Christ Enbrightenment.
It is based on love, compassion, and kindness, not threats of hell, eternal suffering or
anything of the sort. The Initiation of being saved is a vital component of a person
Awakening to the beginnings of Jesus Christ's Heart Communion. Being saved is just
the beginning of the entire process of awakening the Spiritual Cross through Jesus
Christ. A person’s old sin habits don’t just disappear; nor does the activity of separateself wash away in the flash of lightening. A person can reckon their old life of sin to be
forgiven, but the long term conditional conscious relationships of each person are still
happening, and these old embedded conscious relationships of the sinner’s life must be
undermined and purged through the Divine Fire of Christ’s Presence (moment to
moment). It happens through the Fires of Transfiguration in Heart Communion with
Jesus Christ.
Once a person Faithfully accepts the Message of being saved the Real
processes begin. This is sometimes marked by a tangible recognition of the Holy Spirit
during the act of Being Saved. Furthermore, the experience and/or tangible (heart-felt)
bodily realization of the Presence of Christ is not necessarily what every person
perceives when going through the first, or initial, process of being saved. Some people
will have this Grace, and others will not. Either way, a person's acceptance of the
fundamental truth in the message (three-primary-messages) of being saved is the first
sign of Christ Communion, which may seem intangible at first. It is through Faith alone
that the individual may leave behind separate self and dive into Jesus Christ (the Image
of God).
If a person is busy worrying about hell, they are not truly surrendering separate
self into Jesus Christ moment to moment. Looking deeper at this, the very activity of fear
of suffering an eternal hell means you must feel into the 'feeling of separate-self' so that
there is something that can suffer eternally, the individual must become immersed in
that self contraction. This leaves a person attempting to 'save' the self contraction or
feeling of separate-self from eternal hell in hopes of eternal heaven after death.
Religions basically become self worship churches, not churches of surrendering
separate-self. The teachings you find there are focused on making sure you don't go to
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hell. However, you're in hell already if you are living a life of the sinner self (separateself).
A Faith based (grace born) Realization of the three-primary-messages of being
saved opens the body/mind to the Divine Will. Being saved makes disciples out of the
ignorant, it lays out a foundation for True Spiritual Growth, and it Initiates the new
devotee of Christ into a Covenant of Eternal Heart Communion through our Nondual
Nature found in God alone. Being Saved must be coupled with the knowledge of a
progressive awakening and transformation by the Holy Spirit, that is what leads one into
the fulfillment of His Teachings right here on Earth.
The Holy Spirit will ‘activate’ the spiritual anatomy of consciousness through a
progressive awakening of Heart Communion with Jesus Christ, by grace. Being saved is
just the beginning, it is an initiation into a lifelong commitment (an eternal commitment),
and any person accepting Jesus Christ as their Savior is Given by Grace the foundation
for Real spiritual growth. Christ Enbrightenment’s perspective on this teaching sees the
experience of being saved as something that marks a starting point in the first stage (of
three stages) of a process of bodily Transfiguration through Jesus Christ. The next Big
turning point for a person just entering the Covenant of Christ appears with the Baptism
of the Holy Spirit. All this comes to light in stage one of Salvation.
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Stage One of Salvation
Acts 2:38 - "Then Peter said unto them, Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the
name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost."
Now consider the following Scripture.
Mark 10:38-39 - "38: But Jesus said unto them, Ye know not what ye ask: can ye drink
of the cup that I drink of? and be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with? 39:
And they said unto him, We can. And Jesus said unto them, Ye shall indeed drink of the
cup that I drink of; and with the baptism that I am baptized withal shall ye be baptized"
Stage one of Christ Enbrightenment begins after the devotee of Jesus Christ has
been saved and has denied separate self. It begins once the individual has accepted
being saved through Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ's teachings are to be fulfilled in this life,
in the flesh, not at death or sometime after death. The three stages of Christ
Enbrightenment progress through the three deaths of separate self, exposing and
transcending each primary (apparent) form of separate self via each heart of the
Spiritual Cross. The three forms/depths of separate self are gross, subtle, and casual,
and each form of the separate self dissolves in a specific heart, but it will be revealed in
the end that there is only one conscious activity of separate-self, not many. The first
stage of Christ Enbrightenment processes the dissolution of separate self in the leftheart (then the center-heart) of the Spiritual Cross. In stage one the individual finds that
the Holy Spirit becomes progressively the sole source of being for the individual, while
the old sense (or conscious activity) of separate-self fades away. The most outwardly
forms of separate self (the sinner self) are dealt with in the first stage.
Truly the whole process of Salvation is a process where the Divine Light of God
Outshines all experience of separation from God ItSelf. So, stage one breaks down and
dissolves the forms of separate self that are the most physical in nature and most
hardened (have become automatic) forms of the life of separate self. This is where the
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individual is most vulnerable to 'back sliding' into the old ways of relating and living
through the sinner self. Christ's Way is to be bodily alive with the Holy Spirit of God from
head to toe and fingertip to fingertip. Inherent in this understanding, of a real process of
the bodily Awakening of Christ, is the communication that every Christian is called to
progress through the same process of becoming Filled and Transformed through the
Holy Spirit. Therefore, until Heart Communion has dawned, until the Baptism of the Holy
Spirit, the individual may only feel like they have thoughts and ideas of truth, but no Real
evidence beyond Faith (Hebrews 11:1). Thus, 'back sliding', which does not mean the
person is no longer "Saved", instead, the individual has basically resorted back to living
and relating as a sinner self. Being "Saved" can be a confusing idea when considering
things like 'back sliding'. But, simply returning to the Divine Process of Salvation is
always inherently available in every moment. Once a person has entered the process
and surrendered sinner self into Christ you can and probably will experience times
where you feel like nothing is happening, like you have abandoned your spiritual
process.
People become disillusioned without tangible or material evidence of Christ or the
Holy Spirit. Some reason it away and some just accept that they will never know the
Holy Spirit. But those are not acceptable outcomes for the Message of Jesus Christ. The
individual is to be totally Transfigured by the Holy Spirit, not just some, not just the parts
that are 'no good', but All of 'you'. Until the individual is effortlessly drawn into Heart
Communion with Jesus Christ moment to moment, until Jesus Christ becomes
supremely attractive (beyond all) to the individual, there is a chance that the activity of
separate-self will reason away the whole process and reason away the need to remain
devoted to Jesus Christ and His Spirit.
There are two primary ways that people are initiated into stage one of Christ
Enbrightenment, being saved and through water baptism. These are spiritual initiations
into an Awakening of the living Presence of God within the body/mind through Perfect
Faith in Jesus. Not everyone comes to Jesus Christ through the same way, but
principally, being saved or the baptism of water are the primary ways a person is
introduced to (initiated into) the Spirit of Jesus Christ. Coming to a full enjoyment of the
Holy Spirit requires a process, and that process is something we all must enter and pass
through. Ultimately, the most exoteric (outward) forms of spiritual practice are necessary
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in this stage because a person at first must learn to live and relate to everyone through
love, kindness, compassion, and happiness. The new initiate (devotee) of Jesus Christ
must first confront the day to day relationships one has, and in a way, integrate the
relationship Christ has with all, into one's own life. The process is learning to see past
any and all differences, to transcend what seems like huge differences from one person
to another. You must discover God everywhere, in everyone, and in everything. Some
people spend their time finding Satan everywhere, in everyone, and in everything.

Strange "spiritual practice" if you ask me.
The gross form of sinner/separate self is the hardest part of one's sense of
separate self, the most outward form of sin is like being encased by rock. Imagine
finding evidence of gold in a mountain, and in order to get the gold there is a process.
One must first mine the rocks which have gold in them and crush them down into small
pieces. The rocks are crushed enough so they can be submitted or placed in the fire for
the final process. Once the pieces of rock, with gold in them, spend enough time in the
fire the last of the rock (not gold) begins to melt away and dissolve. The pieces of rock
turn into a liquid and all the gold begins to become separated from the impure minerals,
not before then. Once the rock spends enough time in the fire the impurities will float to
the top and can be scraped off, and one is left with pure gold.
The rocky impurities are simply the layer upon layer of sinner/separate self, while
the gold is your True Spirit and Image in God. I have also compared the activity of sinner
self as a ball of rubber-bands. Each rubber-band pressing in on all the others, and at the
center there is only another rubber-band, not a separate self of any kind. The layers of
separate-self have built up over the years, and by surrendering separate self to Jesus
Christ the impurity of separate self is dissolved forever in God through the process of
Salvation. Stage one is the part of the process where the rocks are crushed so that they
can be put into the fire. The rocks full of gold are not instantly placed into the fire, they
must be prepared.
Jesus Christ went through a process as well, which is, and was, a demonstration
to all. His life proved, by becoming just like us, that any and all people can live the same
Holy life. That process was about denying all forms of separate self, all forms or ideas of
being separate from God. All are called to the same process of God Realization that
Jesus Christ demonstrated during His life. You are called to Heart Realize the Very
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Same Light of Jesus Christ. Everyone is called to progress through that bodily
transfiguration and realization like Jesus Christ, to deny the separate self and take
refuge in the Transcendental Light of God ItSelf. As a person begins to open the body
up to the Transcendent Reality of Christ, via Heart Communion, many kinds of spiritual
experiences can and will happen.
The first initiation (water baptism or 'being saved') of the Christian is an
opportunity for the first Genuine experience of the Holy Spirit of God. It is an opportunity
for the first leap beyond the feeling of separate self into our Nondual consciousness,
which is perfectly and demonstrably One with God and Jesus Christ. This first genuine
experience of the Holy Spirit may happen with being saved or with the water baptism, or
maybe not. What makes it Genuine is that you are aware of what is happening
completely, throughout the entire body, you have accepted Jesus into your heart. One
must be ready to surrender one's whole self into Jesus Christ. One's entire (conscious
and bodily) existence Must become ready to Live the true Reality of Jesus Christ. The
Holy Spirit begins Its work once the individual devotes their life to Jesus Christ, but it
does not mean that the Holy Spirit will be something tangible and unmistakably apparent
or manifest to the individual right away.
Any person becoming initiated into Christ Enbrightenment should have a clear
understanding of the context of the spiritual reality they are living in and ultimately
Realizing. Here is a beginner’s foundation for the Faithfull to live a Real communing
relationship with Jesus Christ, while constantly denying the separate self for True Self in
Jesus Christ. The beginner’s foundation for practice is grounded in the three-primarymessages of Christ , which are reiterated here as follows:
1: God is the Only Identity and the Only Presence of existence (Gospel of John 1:1-3).
2: Jesus Christ Is Perfectly One (not-separate) with God (Gospel of John 10:30).
3: Everyone is called to deny separate self in Jesus Christ so that a person may live
True Self, which Is the Image of God. (Gospel of Matthew 16:24-26).
Out with the old and In with the New. It is necessary for all Initiates of Christ to
throw off the old, conscious based, egoic and sinful ideas of relating to everyone and
everything as a separate individual. One must keep throwing off the old persona of
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separate self, daily, moment to moment, in Holy Communion with Jesus Christ. One
must also remain aware of the returning feeling of being a separate self. You must
become aware and intelligently recognize the activity of the sinner self in self contraction
throughout your daily life, in every moment, even in sleep and dreams. Therefore, in the
course of your daily life it is important to forcefully practice love and compassion,
especially when you feel the most resistance. This is how you break down the urges of
sin. It is important to add the idea of Jesus Christ in all your experiences, and it is
important to reiterate the Sole Living Presence of Christ in all experiences, including
dreams.
Adding Jesus Christ to all your experiences is necessary because you are
accustomed to adding your interpretation of reality to all your experiences. Now it is
appropriate for you to change that process by substituting your old ways for the New, by
integrating Truth in every situation and moment of life. For the new Christian this is often
one of the hardest processes to grow beyond. No one can do it for you, and it is entirely
up to the individual to practice the intense discipline (moment to moment) necessary for
the process to make substantial changes to the long-term conscious patterns formed
during the sinner's life. Everything changes when you add the Communing Relationship
of Jesus Christ to your experiences.
Sin may be washed away by your Faith based commitment to fulfilling Jesus
Christ’s teachings, but your long-term conditional habits of the brain, and even deeper
forms of the subtle body, are still there. These do not vanish in the blink of an eye, it is a
living process that progressively makes changes to your neuro-network, subconscious
responses and relationships, and makes the necessary changes in a person’s sum-total
disposition towards God, Christ and Spiritual practice - to Existence ItSelf.
These are processes that require time and attention; they are not processes that
will happen if you ignore them. The process of true Spiritual Growth does not show
signs of revelation, awakening and realization if a person gives no attention, and fails to
consciously (daily, even in dreams) Feel or Listen for the Living Presence of the
transcendent omni-present God. The process of true Spiritual Growth requires attention,
and it must be reiterated continually, moment to moment. This part of the process
undermines the conscious reappearance of the false relationship of separate self with
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life and God. Fundamentally, the attention required for true Spiritual Awakening in the
first stage is deeply supported by day to day, moment to moment, spiritual discipline.
In the beginning, (unless in rare cases) a person does not become filled in a
lasting way with the Holy Spirit. For the most part, the experience of the Hoy Fire of
God’s Presence occurs rarely within the immature beginner. Only with maturity and
growth will the Holy Spirit become a living, steady and abundant Presence in a person’s
life. Consequently, a person begins to Open the body/mind up to the Abundant life with
a daily practice that re-enforces the three-primary-messages (until there is an inherent
and tacit understanding that does not require some kind of discipline or 'effort'). Grace
becomes your primary vehicle of spiritual practice in stage two, not before then.
The process of Salvation in the beginning is supported by a continuous practice
of love and compassion, and by living and relating to all as Jesus Christ. Only with a
conscious sacrifice of separate self (self-created idea of your identity) moment to
moment into the Divine Presence of God will the (conscious) contraction of separate-self
become untied and make Way for Truth to Live Freely. As a person begins to make the
conditional changes in the brain network to support a progressive growth of Heart
Communion the time has dawned for the Initiation of the Baptism of the Holy Spirit. The
Baptism of the Holy Spirit is a Sign of your progression, it is a Sign of maturing. No one
grows spiritually while they are relating to God as a sinner, no one grows spiritually
while relating to Jesus Christ and God as a separate self.
When Jesus Christ arrived to have John give Him the water baptism, Jesus
Christ was also ready and prepared for the Baptism of the Holy Spirit. In relation to His
spiritual process, Jesus Christ already realized faithfully and perfectly the fundamental
teaching behind the three-primary-messages. Jesus Christ already Knew God Is the
source of all things, and the source condition of the Holy Spirit ItSelf, which Is God
ItSelf. Jesus Christ already Realized he Is One with God before He received the water
baptism, thus, the Baptism of the Holy Spirit happened at His baptism with water. When
He approached the event of the water baptism, he was already prepared to receive the
Holy Spirit.
Therefore, there is a sub-stage between being saved (or water baptism) and
preparing for the Baptism of the Holy Spirit, a rare few may already be prepared for the
Baptism of the Holy Spirit when receiving the water baptism. Although a person may
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receive the water baptism, that does not (necessarily) mean that one is ready and/or has
truly realized the Fire and Light of the Holy Spirit. Even if the water baptism is your first
initiation into Christianity this does not imply that there is no process of bodily awakening
or that there is nothing left to do but attend church. You can receive the Baptism of the
Holy Spirit like Jesus received, and the fruit of that Baptism, which is an unending
Perpetual Baptism of the Holy Spirit moment to moment. Meaning the Holy Spirit is
tangibly and freely alive and present within the individual at all times, even during
dreams.
As a matter of fact, everyone is destined to receive the Baptism of the Holy Spirit
that has truly turned to Jesus Christ. This is where Faith trumps all processes,
awakenings, and stages of Salvation. Faith, regardless of intellectual understanding, is
the True Source Condition of the Transcendent Consciousness of Christ, and all are
accounted for through Faith. In the Divine event of the Baptism of Jesus by John, Jesus
became completely washed over (head to toe) by the Living Presence of the Holy Spirit.
Jesus Christ became a Heart Realizer in that moment, and He radiated that Heart
Realization to all, both in a physical form and transcendentally, beyond the bodily form.
Going a bit deeper in understanding His Baptism of the Holy Spirit, one can liken this as
realizing the spiritual heart of the Spiritual Cross.
The left and center hearts of the Spiritual Cross awakened and remain a tangible
radiant Presence of God from Jesus Christ after the water Baptism. The left (first, but
not necessarily) and/or central heart are initially awakened or recognized when the
Baptism of the Holy Spirit manifests or happens. The left-heart is first then the centerheart, but the 'order' in which the left or center-heart awaken may be different from
person to person. One will notice a clear and radiant feeling of Light correlated with
something 'outside' or bigger than yourself when first noticing the Holy Spirit. This
experience is first noticed in church, for example (but not necessarily), when a person
may have their first Real recognition of the Holy Spirit. I can recall a church where there
were multiple preachers walking around and talking and baptizing people almost
randomly. I heart-listened as each one walked past. I noticed one whom the Holy Spirit
radiated strongly and that is the person toward whom I walked. This is recognizing the
Holy Spirit through the spiritual heart(s) of the Spiritual Cross And responding to that!
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Ultimately, the right-heart of the Spiritual Cross does not awaken until a person is
at the end of stage two and into stage three of Resurrection. The Baptism of the Holy
Spirit is a Sign that one is maturing in Heart Communion with Jesus Christ. The Baptism
of the Holy Spirit, if prepared for properly, is truly an opportunity to make a leap into the
next part of stage one of Christ Enbrightenment. It is a leap out of the stage of the
relationship of intellect with Jesus and his teachings into a conscious, Spirit based,
transcendentally based, relationship grounded in bodily Heart Communion with Jesus
Christ. All growth out of stage one into stage two is bound to the growth of the Holy
Spirit and one’s bodily Awakening of that Living Presence, moment to moment.
The primary process of the first sub-stage of stage one is to awaken a Heartfelt
recognition of the Holy Spirit in the body/mind (within the Spiritual Cross) occasionally,
but that occasional recognition of the Holy Spirit develops into an ongoing and ultimately
unending Realization of the Holy Spirit in stage three. The first part of stage one is not
about just adding more ‘data/info’ to your brain by memorizing Scripture, belief, or
dogma. The new Christian may not be able to explain why they have made the choice to
be a devotee of Jesus Christ, but their Heart reveals the truth subjectively without words
or ideas, in truth this happens tacitly. The Heart speaks tacitly to each person and
reveals that which can't be put into words. Thus, the Holy Spirit, which transcends words
and ideas, is the perfect teacher. While the individual seeks to constantly figure things
out, to wrap words around every feeling and experience, the Holy Spirit ends that urge
and allows the individual to be satisfied without the need explain it all.
The Holy Spirit cleans out fear of everything when It Is truly Awakened in a
person. This means the devil is no longer something to fear. The devil no longer has any
power of any kind. If you are not possessed by God, you can be possessed by anything.
If you are possessed by God, nothing can possess you. A Faith based acceptance of
Jesus Christ is eventually supported by a Tangible whole bodily, but especially heartfelt, Realization of the Holy Spirit’s Presence. Until then, Faith is all the evidence a
person has for Jesus Christ and for the relationship one has with Jesus Christ.
Ultimately, that evolves into a truly heart awakened and whole bodily recognition of the
Presence of God by the end of stage one.
Every genuinely practicing Christian will begin to Realize the Living Presence of
Christ, it is your destiny. Every maturing Christian who progresses fully through all
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stages of Christ Enbrightenment will (by Way of Direct experience) confirm the bodily
presence of the Spiritual Cross, and ultimately the three hearts and Resurrection
Current (all revealed and explained in this book). That is because my Testament of the
Spiritual Cross and the stages of Salvation and Resurrection are True. Once the
Baptism of the Holy Spirit appears It (Holy Fire) can begin to make actual the
transfiguration of the body/mind. The Baptism of the Holy Spirit is not a one-time event
nor is it supposed to be a onetime event. It (the Baptism of the Holy Spirit) Is Evidence
for something that progresses in intensity and power, and that Living Evidence will
transform the body/mind until the Holy Spirit's Presence has totally and perfectly
consumed all of the separate self. The sum-total of 'you' must surrender into the Heart of
Christ.
The Baptism of the Holy Spirit is something that happens again and again, in all
sorts of ways, through all sorts of conditions, and in all sorts of places. The body/mind is
reconditioned through Holy Fire to live and respond to God Only through the vast
experiences of the Holy Spirit's Baptism and Presence (Luke 6:40). The Spiritual Cross
becomes the bodily source for discovering this (tangible) evidence of Being Alive with
The Holy Spirit. Furthermore, the Spiritual Cross will confirm your Faith by
demonstrating its tangible presence and revealing how the Holy Spirit works over time.
The dynamics and movement of the Holy Current of God through the body/mind follows
the same kind of structural pathways in everyone, think of it (Spiritual Cross) like an
anatomy. The Holy Spirit moves downwards from the Crown Star (above the head) into
the crown (top of head) and Eye, flowing through the face into the neck and chest,
passing the stomach (which for many people is a source of great contraction and
blockage), all the way down into the base of the spine.
Once the Spirit Current reaches (base of the spine) that fire and light and bliss
turns upwards along the spine and works Its way back to the heart and eventually into
the Eye and Crown again. There are seven (main) spirit centers along the vertical line of
the Spiritual Cross, there are three below the center-heart (which appear at the base of
the spine, in between the sexual organs and the navel, and at the navel) and three
above the center-heart, which are located at the throat, 3rd eye, and the crown star
above the head. The center-heart is in both the vertical and horizontal line of the
Spiritual Cross. This does not mean everyone has the same experiences that appear in
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the process of Salvation, and in relation to the awakening of the whole anatomy of the
spiritual body. There are individual spiritual experiences and there are experiences that
are seemingly universal in nature. But the Fundamental Truth is that everyone shares
the same anatomy of the Holy Spirit in the body.
Everyone can experience the natural cycle (or flow) of the Descending Light and
Ascending Light through the body/mind; through the Spiritual Cross. The anatomy of
that process is the same for everyone, and that makes it a collective experience; not
only subjective, but objective. Consequently, the way an individual relates and
experiences these structural processes is unique, but the anatomy is the same.
Everyone has their own experiential relationship with Jesus Christ, and only the Holy
Spirit can cater to the uniqueness of the individual in the process of Salvation and
Resurrection. The unique conscious dynamics of the Holy Spirit in an individual may
show all sorts of things. A person may feel fire and heat in different parts of the body, or
they may experience light and other visions of Christ, and all these are not necessarily
(simultaneous or otherwise) collective experiences. Some people may have
experiences of being Jesus Christ, and being crucified, but those are experiences, and
these kinds of experiences do not indicate that someone is the reincarnation of Jesus
Christ, or that they were Jesus Christ in a past life. Even if a person goes through all
sorts of experiences of Jesus Christ, and these experiences seem to replicate the
intensity of His personal process of being crucified, they are simply experiences.
A person should not attach to any one of these experiences as if you are now
Jesus Christ returned because you are Not. The people that go through these
experiences must learn not to attach or avoid such phenomenon. All personal
experiences of Jesus Christ’s life are just that, they can be considered evidence for the
individual or others that are moved by their testimony, but no one should claim to be
Jesus Christ; No One ever. Many people have been through such experiences, and just
because they happen to you does not make you any more special, nor does that make
you Jesus Christ. These experiences are teaching tools, and verifications of the Actual
life of Jesus Christ on Earth. That is the communication of such experiences; that is All.
Allow them to re-enforce your spiritual practice and let them be evidence of Jesus
Christ’s actual life to you personally or to others, but that is it. You're not special or
better than or more realized than another because such experience happened. The first
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stage disciple of Christ must be aware of spiritual processes without attaching to them
or attempting to repeat them or hang onto them in any way. None of the 'experiences'
are It or Heart Realization ItSelf. In the first stage Perfect Faith must be learned, which
allows the individual to transcend (or not attach to) all spiritual experiences by not
forcing interpretation or judgment of the experience. The first stage is a time to learn
about Perfect Faith and the Presence of the Holy Spirit. It is not time to become filled
with all kinds of ideas about what is going on, judging others, getting caught up in
prophecy, or eschatology. It all turns out to be distractions from what is 'At Hand', and
that is God's Presence.
Perfect Faith will support you with a fearless Heart during all your spiritual
processes and experiences. Perfect Faith in God as the One and Only Presence always
Transcends every form of experience one may pass through in the process of
Resurrection. In life, a person may experience angels and demons, or visions of Satan
or Jesus Christ. And if that person relates to All these experiences through Perfect Faith
the right conscious relationship will appear every time. When we relate to life through
Perfect Faith, we open the body/mind to the Freedom of being Saved in Christ. Who can
be possessed if that person is possessed by the Holy Spirit? Thus, no matter what
appears you must stay with Perfect Faith and remain unattached to all appearances.
The vast spectrum of possible experiences an individual may have during the
process of Awakening the Spiritual Cross in stage one are secondary to the Communing
Presence of Jesus Christ and the Process of Salvation. All experiences are part of the
process, and none of them are Truth in themselves. There is no experience that must be
repeated or happen again and again that somehow equals Heart Realization or Christ
Enbrightenment. The Truth is the Living Presence of God (Christ) that Transcends all
experiences and appearances (John 1:1-3) Is Heart Realization ItSelf, It Is Christ
Enbrightenment, It Is Truth. Beyond all appearances there is God's Divine Light and
Presence Only. And in the Divine Light of God, Only God ItSelf Appears, Alone and
Sovereign, that Is It.
The first stage is a stage of Spiritual growth that takes a person from the
darkness of the sinner self, into and through a bodily process of Awakening to your Real
Self in the Image of God. Heart-Fire will initially appear on the left and center area of the
chest and radiate from there to everyone. The lowest three of the spirit centers are the
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first to be surrendered into Heart Communion. Our lower three centers of spirit
consciousness are related to our more primitive sides of consciousness, like food and
shelter, sex, and power over others. The lower three spirit centers are the first to be
purged by the Fire of the Holy Spirit. You have to spend time in the Holy Fire, living and
feeling the Holy Spirit in all activities to make progress. The Holy Spirit must first work in
these lower areas of consciousness and spirit in order to work on much deeper parts of
the self-contraction of separate self. In the first stage of Salvation a person must
develop an awareness of bodily Heart Communion with Jesus Christ at all times, which
begins with fleeting experiences and progresses unto strong and profound experiences
of the Holy Spirit. This progressive Awakening of Jesus Christ's Eternal State of
Consciousness must first break down all the old ways of the sinner. This takes time,
discipline, practice and a constant devotion to Christ in all moments.
It is not until the Holy Spirit is steady, perpetual, and the Source of your living
experience, that stage two of Salvation begins to dawn. In a way, one could say that
stage one and stage two of Christ Enbrightenment are the stages of Salvation, which
are the stages where the separate self is burnt up through the Holy Spirit, and it is not
until stage three that the Resurrection stage is truly awakened for the individual. The
left-heart and the center-heart will both become Tangible bodily Awakenings before
stage two, but with a steady and constant awakening of the left-heart and the centerheart of the devotee of Jesus Christ matures into stage two.
During the first stage the body/mind is prepared for the Steady-State of the Holy
Spirit, and the body/mind is not capable of living that Transcendent Reality until
substantial fundamental changes have processed throughout the whole complex of the
individual's consciousness. The body/mind progresses in Spiritual Growth Only through
the Presence of the Holy Spirit. No one can bypass the need for a bodily preparation to
Receive the Holy Spirit, and that preparation is complete by the end of stage one. Stage
one is all about the process of preparing the flesh to live freely in a Steady-State of
Christ consciousness and oneness. Stage two is driven completely by the Direct
(personal) Communing relationship of an individual and Jesus Christ (united through
God’s Transcendent Presence).
Faith and an intellectual understanding of Jesus Christ as God And the Holy
Spirit are Trumped by a Direct, and perpetual or unending, Heart Communing
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relationship with Jesus Christ in stage two. The Faith you had when you were a new
Christian is now confirmed by the actual and tangible living experience of the Holy Spirit
in your life. The drive to be saved, the drive to seek God (Jesus Christ), the drive to
search for the kingdom of God all fall away in stage two because all those questions and
modes of seeking are dissolved by an Evidence of Truth that transcends words and
thoughts, and all possible doubt. The kingdom of God is fundamentally Realized to be
an Ever-Present Reality for those of stage two.
Maturing into stage two means dropping the activity of seeking spiritual
experiences, and different sorts of visions of Christ. Spiritual life is full of spiritual
experiences, and they no longer feel like a distraction or something you chase after.
They are no longer distractions to one whom is no longer impressed by an objective
vision of Jesus Christ and God. A Direct and Clear vision of Jesus Christ and God As
the Divine Transcendental Light of Existence ItSelf replaces the attraction of being
caught up in some kind of (objective - bodily form) vision. For example, a person
captivated by seeing Jesus Christ in various forms during mediation will no longer look
for those visions because the apparent differences and separation with Jesus Christ
have dissolved. An objective vision of Jesus Christ is not as attractive as actually
sharing the Same Life as Jesus Christ, which is an absence of separation of any kind. It
is almost like looking away from God and Christ if a mature devotee (stage two) of Jesus
Christ were to immerse oneself in an objective vision instead of that which Transcends
all appearances and worlds. So a person may begin to See Christ, and then they begin
to See the Light of Christ, then that person dissolves into that Light, wholly and
completely. In stage two dissolving into the Light becomes the process.
A steady awakening of the left-heart and center-heart are signs of the sunlight of
stage two. The processes through stage one can be thought of as one watching the sun
come across the horizon, and the darkness of one's old life is outshined by the sunlight
breaking over the horizon. Ultimately, stage one processes into stage two as the
Spiritual Cross becomes a constant living dynamic of the Holy Spirit, and the spirit
centers above the center-heart begin to awaken, which are the higher forms of mind and
consciousness in relationship to God. Stage one ends with the Dawning of a SteadyState of Perpetual Heart Communion in the left and center hearts. In other words, a
person can reckon their self to be in stage two once spiritual practice has evolved into a
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free, almost effortless experience of the Holy Spirit in practically all moments. Perfect
Devotion to Jesus Christ’s Heart Communing Presence becomes the basis for all
spiritual practice in stage two, not mediations on verses, or prayers, or visions of (or
visualizing) Jesus Christ. Not that these are necessarily abandoned, but no longer relied
upon because grace is now proving to manifest in a powerful way, and that means
spiritual practice seems to follow you everywhere. At the end of stage one discipline will
become almost effortless because entering into heart-felt mediations on Christ are more
and more attractive. The consciously felt presence of Jesus Christ is realized in
practically all experiences. Stage one moves the individual from a state of fear, anxiety
and uncertainty of Salvation, into a free-living Confidence of Knowing one Is Already
saved and realized in God through Christ.
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Stage Two of Salvation
Galatians 2:20 - "I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth
in me: and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God, who
loved me, and gave himself for me."
Everyone will mature at their own rate, through God’s Perfect Grace. No one
skips the necessary changes that happen within the body/mind through the Holy Spirit.
Everyone must pass through the process of salvation before the Resurrection is
Awakened. One cannot skip or bypass, for any reason, the necessary processes
needed to prepare the individual for the later stages of spiritual growth and realization.
The awakening of the left and center hearts, along with a tangible whole bodily
recognition of the Holy Spirit, is no longer a fleeting experience in stage two. The HeartFire of the hearts of the spiritual anatomy becomes known and permeates all experience
in varying degrees of recognition.
These stages are not like boxes to check, or a set of rigid processes leading to
God Realization. Your spiritual practice starts out as something you must consciously
do. Effort is required to break the mind/body out of conditioned subconscious
programing that veils the ever-present Divine Light. Eventually, conscious practice
evolves into something that is effortless. Ultimately, spiritual practice is realized as a
spiritual relationship with all, in all moments, at all times. The process through the
stages of Salvation is Always sustained by the Presence of the Holy Spirit.
Nevertheless, everyone develops at their unique rate, and everyone must find the
techniques and methods that work for them; developing patience in the process for the
process. An oak tree will never change from an acorn to a full-grown tree overnight.
There are, however, methods we can use to enhance and guide its growth for the
strongest and healthiest realization of oak tree's potential.
One

must

be

realistic

about

their

spiritual

practice.

God,

not

our

mind/imagination, is the source of reality. Anthropocentric (human centered) reality
occurs in time, and everyone has their own time in God. Ultimately, you are to be
transformed As Jesus Christ was transformed. You are to Realize your true Self in God
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in the Same Way Jesus Christ Knows God. Stage two of salvation truly begins once
Heart Communion has stabilized and the activity of separate self has been
fundamentally transcended. In a moment of true transcendence of the separate self,
through surrender of separate self into the Image of God, the Divine Light of God ItSelf
is made clear and visible, literally. Separate self only dissolves through Heart
Communion, a state of awareness in which the individual truly Sees all separation
disappear with the Guru (with Christ). The Divine Light of Christ is what Is Perceived
(and identified As) as one whole bodily falls into the Light of Christ again and again in
prayer and meditation.
Grace affects individuals in unique ways that tailor to their unique physiology,
psychology, and conditioning. Inevitably, the process of transcending separate self into
Christ will strongly and powerfully continue to unveil/reveal the Divine Light As one's
Very Own Self over time. Unveiling of the Divine Light will manifest again and again
during stage two by dissolving of separate-self into the center heart, and with progress
the right heart of the Spiritual Cross. The mind and body and soul will become
increasingly attracted to the Divine Light ItSelf. In that process, the Light Is 'Seen'. All
separation disappears in the Light of God, and during the process of Salvation the True
Appearance of our eternal Self is unveiled As the Same Light of Jesus Christ HimSelf.
One of the two principle Signs for stage two is Realization of Self As Light. This
occurs when the Holy Spirit's Divine Light (Light of Christ) has been clearly Realized.
Meaning the individual has seen the separate self dissolve in the Divine Light and
Realized Self As the Light ItSelf. The other principle sign of stage two is a steady and
continuous awakening of the Holy Spirit in the left-heart and center-heart. Maturing in
the Spirit leads to living perpetually through a tangible Presence of the Holy Spirit. In
stage two, the Divine Presence of the Holy Spirit has now reached the point of
remaining continuous and steady. Furthermore, the forms of separate self that are left
are more subtle. This point in the process of the death of separate self involves the
deepest fears associated with the sense of being separate from God and Jesus Christ.
In stage two, the most subtle forms of separate self must be purged and
dissolved through a dedicated (grace driven) spiritual practice. Stage two ultimately
culminates in a transition into the Resurrection stage when the separate self finally dies,
forever, in the right-heart of the Spiritual Cross. With a maturing body/mind that is
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growing through Heart Communion in Jesus Christ, the intensity of perpetual
Communion grows exponentially. What was once an overwhelming Presence in stage
one has now grown into an all-pervading Presence that no longer is thought of as
something foreign or other than Self. Fundamentally, the individual of stage two has
already Realized a continuous and perpetual Presence of the Holy One. This is not
something that a person can think their way into, or read their way into, and it is not
something that a person can gain through information/data or memorized Scripture.
Do not be fooled into thinking the ego (sin) based forms of consciousness are, at
this point, non-existent. In truth, the conscious manifestations of that old person are still
lingering on, even in the most mature individuals. The difference at this stage is that the
life of separate self no longer holds a grip over the individual. That said, even when a
person has grown through devotion to Jesus Christ, woken up to God’s Divine
Presence, Realized the Divine Light of God and Realized Perfect Faith in Jesus Christ,
that does not mean they are finished with the Divine Process of Salvation and
Resurrection. Stage two has two sub-stages that accent two principle processes: the
bodily submission stage and bodily communion stage of realization.

Bodily Submission
Bodily submission is the first of the progressive sub-stages in stage two. It is the
moment to moment devotion to Realizing the Same transfiguration of Jesus Christ’s
transformed flesh (Romans 6:5). That devotion is not something driven by effort or
discipline, instead, one's love for Jesus Christ is so powerful and so tangible that there is
nothing more attractive in life than to spend time in prayer and meditation on Jesus
Christ. There is nothing sweeter for an individual in stage two than to find time in their
day to immerse themselves in the Holy Spirit.
Bodily submission holds the body/mind under the yoke of the Holy Spirit because,
at this point, the separate self, even though it continues to persist, has become weak
and humble. The separate self becomes submissive to God. It is easy to not notice the
activity of the separate self when in Heart Communion in stage two. The remaining 'life'
of the separate self can no longer be 'worked on' by the individual. Stage two bodily
submission to Heart Communion with Jesus Christ involves coming to recognize the
root of the activity of separate self and to continually transcend it. The bodily submission
processes, however, still need the individual to integrate Heart Realization and Heart
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Communion into their daily activities. Spending time in prayer and meditation and
turning to Heart Communion as often as one can through all life experiences, fuels the
processes of bodily submission.
The perfect form of spiritual devotion is to meditate on Jesus Christ's Divine Light
through Heart Communion. To dissolve all feeling of bodily separation into that tangible
Presence, into that tangible Light. This practice is necessary in the beginning of stage
two and involves the continuous, moment-to-moment, surrender of the whole body/mind
into the Divine Heart Light of Jesus Christ. Bodily submission means the individual's
spiritual practice involves devotion to simply dissolving in the Light of Christ. Nothing
else can support the subtle death processes of separate self (in stage two) like whole
bodily surrendering into the Divine Light of Jesus Christ. Imagine your bodily form
dissolving into the Heart of Christ or the Light of Christ. Watch it disappear and only
Christ's Light remains. Do this again and again.
With constant remembering to whole bodily surrender unto Heart Communion
with Jesus Christ, the practice transitions from something one is doing, to something
that is overcoming the whole body/mind without effort. The practice is like a perpetual
practice of letting go, moment to moment, of submitting all to God. Jesus lived in perfect
faith through God’s Will. That living, bodily, conscious state is part of the foundation for
someone in stage two. In other words, every living moment, every conscious moment,
and everything you do in every instant is simply God Living As you, and that is realized
in stage two and during bodily submission sub-stage. Stage two involves an awakening
of a life that is totally consumed (more and more) by God ItSelf in all moments. This first
sub-stage focuses on the conscious processes that, at their root, are fear based,
allowing one to ignore them for total bodily surrender. This happens by surrendering
your complete feeling of separate existence, into the Heart, into Christ. Bodily
submission is focused on dissolving of all apparent subtle forms (the soul) of separateself into the center-heart.
As the Disciple goes about their life, night or day, dreams or work, that one is
practicing bodily submission to Heart Communion with Jesus Christ. It takes a type of
ignoring or forgetting of any ideas or urges to think of oneself as separate from Jesus
Christ. A kind of Faith that transcends ‘common’ logic, and ‘common’ reason. The
devotee of Christ in stage two is spiritually practicing beyond the realm of a mental or
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intellectual relationship with Jesus Christ through the Holy Spirit ItSelf. Logic and reason
are born from a casual reality, a domino effect kind of reality, one that is predictable for
all practical purposes. This must be so or the basis for these philosophical ideas breaks
down, even at the ‘objective’ scientific level. A mental, material-based relationship with
Jesus Christ produces no spiritual growth for the person that has realized their True
Image in God.
It is God’s nature to be mysterious and unpredictable, apparently random. The
state of uncertainty in reality gives us freedom to live and make choices. Faith Is the
Substance and Direct Way of Realizing the things which are unexplainable,
unimaginable and unpredictable. It is not until stage two that an individual will Truly
understand this. It is a Faith that the mind can't figure it out. The mind must become
humbled (and yoked) by that which it cannot 'figure out' or conceptualize. With the
understanding and realization of perfect Faith in God comes the Tangible Living
Presence of the Holy Spirit. These things go together, and one does not come to
understand one (perfect Faith) without the other (Tangible Living Presence of the Holy
Spirit).
Bodily submission involves processes where all doubt has been extinguished,
where Faith is a strong force underlying the total of a person’s conscious relationship
with All in every moment. Dreams no longer have binding qualities and even they
become undermined by the Power of Faith. It is, therefore, no longer necessary to take
your dreams seriously and to search for great meaning, or even prophecy, in them
and/or for a person to spend their time unraveling a re-occurring dream. All experiences,
including dreams, are to be undermined by Faith. They are to be transcended in
inherent Happiness through Heart Communion with Jesus Christ. Because nothing
produces more happiness than whole bodily immersion in Heart Communion with Jesus
Christ.
In this immersive state, all visions disappear, all objective relationships dissolve,
and all that seems like separation of any degree is annihilated in God’s Divine Light and
Presence. Any and all experience, spiritual or otherwise, must be transcended in one's
prior Eternal Satisfaction Realized through Jesus Christ. This is the primary challenge of
bodily submission. It is not until the bodily communion sub-stage that the spiritual
process of Salvation transforms from an effort, like turning to God and Heart
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Communion, into a whole-hearted Realization. In the bodily communion sub-stage, one
begins to naturally See beyond any and all Divine Visions of Christ's bodily form.

Bodily Communion
Prior to real bodily communion with Jesus Christ, the individual must intentionally
look beyond the appearance of a bodily form of Christ and look Directly into the Light
ItSelf, beyond all appearances of separation, form, and space and time. Necessarily, the
individual must whole bodily surrender into the Light ItSelf, beyond Jesus Christ's bodily
form. In the bodily communion sub-stage, this process goes about its own way. It is
exclusively Grace fueled. It is Grace that takes an individual from an objective vision
(relationship) of Christ to one that is wholly immersed in the Divine Light ItSelf.
the final processes of stage two are of bodily submission. The bodily submission
sub-stage is the time where the final, archetypal forms of separate self become exposed
and must be Transcended through Heart Communion. Instead of stopping at a vision of
Jesus Christ, instead of beholding the bodily form of Jesus Christ and making the 'move'
to transcend that appearance, the individual naturally moves beyond all appearances
when they come up. When this begins to happen the top three spirit centers are
awakened and are purged and purified of the separate self. The awakening of the top
three spirit centers of the vertical line of the Spiritual Cross begin in stage two, and not
until the end of stage two are those spirit centers perfectly purged of the separate self.
Bodily communion shines on without effort of 'bodily submission'. However, there
is still a process of separate-self transcending, and fundamentally a process of
transcending separation all-together, in every apparent form. This is the part where a
person begins to Clearly See Christ; to deeply and principally live every instant of their
existence through that One. Once Heart Communion is deeply Realized, It never stops,
It never goes away, and It is Realized to be the Very Quality of God’s Free living
condition that Is Transcendent of All. Once bodily communion becomes your Realized
bodily condition of consciousness, the wholeness of the vertical line of the Spiritual
Cross awakens, from the base of the spine to the crown star above the head. The whole
vertical line of the Spiritual Cross is awakened in a way where it is strongly active and
lively all the time, in all sorts of ways.
During stage two the Divine Current of Light becomes a tangibly felt dynamic that
follows a general and natural path throughout the Spiritual Cross. It passes through all
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the spirit centers, around the spine and then, with maturity of Spirit, into the spine
directly. This tangible Current of God’s Presence coursing along the front and back of
the body is something that becomes progressively natural and free flowing. Even though
the Holy Spirit follows a path through the Spiritual Cross, the Holy Spirit also radiates
throughout the whole body/mind. The hands, feet, and head are all felt to become alive
with the Shine of the Holy Spirit.
There is no requirement for a person to manage or direct the activity of the
Current, is it automatic (autonomic) much like breathing. Still, we can practice breathing
techniques such as breath through our nose (the proper way) and breath retention, and
through these we can become more in tune with our breath and body and surrender to
the 'Flow of Spirit'. As the separate self is purged from the individual through Heart
Communion with Jesus Christ we become more in tune with our spiritual anatomy. We
can 'connect' our breath to the current of the Holy Spirit, providing a degree of ‘control’
over the flow. During an in-breath, an observant individual can ‘see’ the Divine Light
from the Crown Star above the head descend into the head and 3rd eye and pour down
from our forehead along the front of the body. The current of the Holy Spirit passes
through each spirit center and unravels the feeling of separation there as it moves onto
the next center following a downward path into the navel region. Here there is an intense
contraction until it is liberated by the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit's current flows onward
into the sexual organ region and then into the base of the spine. Once here the current
of the Holy Spirit turns upwards and awakens the twin currents that circulate around the
spine and passing through all the spirit centers again, but along the back of the devotee.
As the individual progresses in maturity of Spirit, the current of the Holy Spirit will
begin to appear directly in the spine and open from the base of the spine into the sky of
the Crown Star. This completes the natural flow of the Holy Spirit throughout the
body/mind. A total awakening of the vertical line of the Spiritual Cross is preparatory for
the Resurrection Current that appears once the separate self is forever dissolved in the
right-heart of the Spiritual Cross. Once the right-heart begins to shine, one may realize
the descending flow of the current from the Crown Star into the right-heart.
The Awakening of bodily communion in a Free and perpetual conscious
awareness will reveal most of the Spiritual Cross without any kind of focused meditation.
Bodily communion (and stage two) is a revelatory state of Spiritual practice, not an
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intellectual understanding. The core of that revelation is demonstrated or made tangible
through the anatomy of spirit consciousness within the body. It is a Faith based state of
the Free-Living Dynamic of God’s Will in all moments of life. Bodily communion awakens
once the root of separate self is exposed and recognized clearly. It really begins with the
noticing of the right-heart. The root-activity of sin is simply an activity of consciousness
that holds the deepest and darkest fears of life. The most powerful of these fears being
final death, a fear of not 'existing' (as a separate self) at all. These root-fears of simply
existing or not existing is what the 'feeling of separate self' is built on. Ultimately, there is
actually no one there doing anything. It is all just an apparent activity (sin) that can be
dissolved in God.
Bodily communion is the final sub-stage of stage two, it is filled with preparatory
processes for the Resurrection stage. At this point, all dynamics and experiences a
person has with the Spiritual Cross take on a life of their own, unlike all the previous
sub-stages of bodily transformation through the Holy Spirit. In the times leading up to
the Awakening of bodily communion it was necessary to make an effort in all conscious
moments of experience to turn from separate self to True Self. Bodily Communion is a
sign of the ending of that ‘effort’ and an Awakening of the perpetual living state of God’s
Presence Only. Bodily communion is a demonstration of living free of the binding
distraction of separate self and sin, but there are remnants of the separate-self lingering
on at the root of the feeling of separation until the last and final death of separate-self in
the right-heart of the Spiritual Cross.
The old habits of the sinner’s life no longer pose as confrontations or distractions
from your Spiritual practice. Bodily communion is a sign of living in Perfect Faith. It is a
sign of a genuine Realization of Christ and it is a sign that the Awakening of both the left
and center hearts of the Spiritual Cross are strong, powerful and lasting. However, the
individual must continue to surrender separate self, to look beyond all Divine visions and
directly into the Light, and to remain devoted to the final Revelation of Resurrection from
the right-heart. The processes of bodily consciousness that are dominant during this
part of the Transformation deal with a bodily preparation for a stable Awakening of the
right-heart of the Spiritual Cross. As bodily communion becomes steady and stable, and
the individual lives in a state where both the left-heart and the center-heart are
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perpetually awake, the deep fears of death and uncertainty begin to show their final
shadows.
It takes PERFECT Faith and Heart Communion with Jesus Christ to pass through
every death of separate self (gross, subtle, and casual), and ultimately to Realize the
right-heart and Resurrection Current of the Spiritual Cross. Consider the teaching of
being dead in Jesus Christ, and alive through the Holy Spirit. The fear of death in any
form, the mere appearance of fear alone, can be instantly Transcended at any time
through the practice of being dead in Jesus Christ. This practice of being dead in Christ
gives you an advantage for passing through the processes that relate to death of
separate self, especially in the time leading up to the awakening of the right-heart and
the Resurrection. If you are dead in Jesus Christ then nothing can possess you, and
nothing can take over your body/mind, because you are Also Alive through Jesus Christ
for eternity (Romans 6:3-7).
The Transcendence of death in All ways will reveal the beginning signs of
Awakening the right-heart. The preparatory deaths of separate self into the left-heart
and center-heart lead to the final death of separate self in the right-heart. Death of
separate self (absolute and eternal death of separative self – absolute and eternal death
of the sinner, the final death of ego) becomes the final conscious passing/dissolving into
the Everlasting God. This is followed by the Resurrection Current ascending from the
right-heart. This death is no different, in a way, from dissolving into the Divine Light
during stages one and two. Death of the separate self, finally and ultimately, into the
right-heart is a real event in life, and it is something that comes with the Absolute and
Perfect end of sin in that person's life forever. Ego death is more than a death found
through intellectual understanding or an abstract (idea based) death of a sinner self.
The process of Salvation is the process of separate self (ego) death throughout
the whole body/mind, entirely and completely, and then the entire Spiritual Cross
ultimately is Realized. Since birth you have been programmed to live life through
separation, ego, and a self-created idea of who you are. Now, at this point (bodily
communion) in the process of Salvation and Resurrection, all those pre-conditioned
conscious relationships have been fundamentally dissolved and the whole body/mind
supports the Divine Presence of God Only. Right-heart realization ends all perceptions
of 'me and God', forever.
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The right-heart will show signs of ItSelf before the right-heart becomes steady
and constant, and before the Resurrection Current is Awakened. A person may have
experiences of the right-heart before the Resurrection, and a person may notice signs of
its structural presence. In other words, a person may notice the right-heart (meaning the
right-heart is temporarily awakened) without that heart becoming steady and stable.
Remember the process of Salvation is not over until the Resurrection Current ascends
from the right-heart and into the Crown Star. A progressive awakening of the right-heart,
with the center and left heart of the Spiritual Cross (all three hearts working together As
One), comes at the end of stage two. By the time the right-heart begins to awaken and
demonstrate its structural presence within the whole structure of the Spiritual Cross
most of the major dynamics and workings of the Spiritual Cross are known. Through that
process the whole Spiritual Cross is awakened, and/or made known through the
workings of the Holy Spirit. Moreover, the penultimate awakening of the Spiritual Cross
does not come until a person is purged of the activity of ego/sin completely and totally.
With the Awakening of the right-heart through Heart Communion with Jesus
Christ, the mature devotee of Jesus Christ is prepared for the Resurrection and stage
three. Keep in mind that all sorts of experiences, which may seem extreme, even on the
extra-ordinary side of things can happen/appear during spiritual practice. Consequently,
it all happens within the context of Everlasting Reality, all these things find their source
in the Everlasting Reality of God, and the Evidence of the right-heart demonstrates the
Awakening of the Everlasting Reality of God in, As and through the body/mind
(individual). Every-experience-ever appears in the context of God’s Infinite and Eternal
Presence, therefore, as one notices, no experience can last forever. Yet, even though
an experience may seem to be the Most important experience of your life, it is just an
experience and it does not last forever. Only God lasts Forever.
Every spiritual experience manifests in the context of God's Outshining Presence,
and thus, God Alone Transcends all 'spiritual experiences'. God Alone remains when a
spiritual experience (or any experience for that matter) ends or dissolves or changes
into 'something else'. The awakening of the right-heart, and the final (ultimate)
progression of the death of separate self, work hand in hand. Stepping back and looking
at the process up to this point of Salvation a person begins with a simple, but Faith
based, leap into the spiritual process of purging the sinner from the body/mind through
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Heart Communion with Jesus Christ. Then that one moves onto surrendering separate
self into the Presence of the Holy Spirit, which begins to awaken the three hearts of the
Spiritual Cross and reconditions the body/mind to support a Heart Communing spiritual
practice of devotion to Jesus Christ. Following this, the process moves into a
submission of the body/mind unto the Single (Christ/God) source for all consciousness
and founding all conscious relationships through that Reality Only.
As the process intensifies the body/mind begins to truly transcend (consciously)
the separate-self identity of sin. This leads to a steady state awakening of the Holy Spirit
(Christ) that never leaves, dissipates, or fades away. The Divine Presence of God
becomes your Living bodily condition perpetually, the universe we live in is Realized to
be nothing other than God ItSelf and God Alone (Luke 17:21). Not until the late substage (bodily communion) of stage two will the individual be prepared to Realize the
Everlasting State of Christ. The body/mind is not in the right conscious relationship until
the individual progresses through All the necessary (bodily) changes, which are
preparatory for the Fullness of God to Awaken in the disciple of Jesus Christ.
The right-heart will show signs of the Perfectly Transcendent One, beyond the
appearance of All bodily forms and beyond the appearance of All possible visions. It is
necessary to understand that God is the One transforming the body/mind, and that
transformation clears the body/mind of the false conscious relationship of sin. This
enables the Divine One to Perfectly and Freely Live As the individual (you Are the
Temple of God). The process of Salvation is not about saving a separate creature, with
its own unique identity and free will, it is about saving the body/mind from a false
relationship with God, Christ, and Existence ItSelf.
Salvation is the process of purging the forms of sin consciousness from the
individual, thus, leaving the body/mind to be Solely Possessed by God Alone. The
process of Salvation (stages one and two) leads to the Resurrection (stage three) and
the subsequent processes that follow the Resurrection. Fundamentally, God is the one
doing the work, God is the one being transformed (you As a temple of God - 1
Corinthians 6:19), God is the one Cleansing the body/mind of a false consciousness
(the sinner's mind), and God is the One Awakening As the individual. Salvation saves
the body/mind so God Is the Only One Alive As the individual.
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All false identities will be annihilated if a person truly and deeply submits the
whole body/mind unto the Great Living Truth of Existence, which Is God Only. The
Revelation of the right-heart in the Spiritual Cross marks the Sign before the
Resurrection. So, during the final processes of stage two, before the Resurrection, the
body/mind will begin to freely notice the right-heart, and a person may notice a
descending flow of consciousness into the right-heart from the Crown Star. The rightheart Reveals the Great Everlasting Transcendent Existence of God that is beyond all
appearances and that transcendental appearance of God is Pure Divine Light. The
bodily awakening of the right-heart will ultimately catalyze a process where the whole
Spiritual Cross (spiritual anatomy) is sourced in or shines from the right-heart. In the
moments before the Resurrection a person may see all the cosmos, every possible form
of Reality all at once, descend and fall into the right-heart. As you follow this the
Brightness that Transcends All will be exposed Perfectly. It requires facing the deepest
darkest fears a person has, it requires seeing beyond the fear of death in all forms, and
it requires a fearless surrendering the sum-total of one's existence into God ItSelf,
Perfectly into the Divine Light of Jesus Christ.
It requires being Outshined by God ItSelf without fear of anything, at all. When
fear in all its forms no longer poses a 'threat' that person will not recoil or turn inward
from the Overwhelming Presence of God ItSelf. This fearlessness in connection to the
right-heart is a Sign the body/mind is prepared to live in the Perfect Steady-State of God
Only, that one is prepared for the Resurrection. This preparation of the body/mind is the
final process of stage two and Salvation. Stage three is the stage of a life Lived through
the Resurrection. It is the conscious bodily state of God Only in every moment, As
everything, and As All appearances in All times. The living bodily conscious realization
of stage three demonstrates that God Is truly the Only Real Presence/Thing that exists
(John 1:1-3). Thus, when these bodily realizations begin to dawn the time for stage
three and the Total Revelation of Jesus Christ has come. Be prepared to be
Transfigured and Transformed by God completely.
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Resurrection
Gospel of John 11:25-26 - "Jesus said unto her, I am the resurrection, and the life: he
that believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live: 26: And whosoever liveth
and believeth in me shall never die. Believest thou this?"
Gospel of Matthew 6:22 - "The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be
single, thy whole body shall be full of light."
Gospel of Luke 11:36 - "If thy whole body therefore be full of light, having no part dark,
the whole shall be full of light, as when the bright shining of a candle doth give thee
light."
The process of Salvation is the process of the death of the sinner into Jesus
Christ (stage one and two). The Resurrection stage dawns once that final death has
passed into the right-heart and emerged again As the Resurrection Current. Stage three
begins with the Resurrection of God ItSelf in the temple (you). The Resurrection means
the end of 'me and God' forever. Only God is left alive, As the individual, after the final
death of separate self in the right-heart. The Resurrection stage is the stage where God
Alone Freely Lives As the sum-total of an individual’s entire existence. Furthermore, the
Resurrection Current is seated (or grounded) in the right-heart of the Spiritual Cross and
it marks the beginning of stage three.
The True Resurrection is God Resurrecting As the individual upon the Total and
Absolute death of separate self, the source of all sin, forever. The Resurrection Current
awakens and ascends instantly following the final death and destruction of the feeling of
separate self as it dissolves into the right-heart one last time, into Christ. The
Resurrection, as taught through Christ Enbrightenment, has nothing to do with the reemerging of the human body from the ground or coming back to life at a later time after
physical death. Resurrection Is, unequivocally, Truly the Awakening of God As the
individual; and the ascending Current that spawns from the right-heart marks this Event
in a person’s life. God Is the One Resurrecting; not some kind of creature God created
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that is destined to live forever. The call for death of separate self, the death of ego, the
death of personal will, and the death of a unique identity (Luke 9:23) is a call to the
body/mind to make Way for the Fullness of God.
The death of the sinner (separate self) into the right-heart in conjunction with the
ascending Resurrection Current from the right-heart into the Crown Star above the head
(relative to the Spiritual Cross) is the how the True Resurrection is Realized. A
Resurrection of Real God/Christ Consciousness that Is Absolutely Awake and Living As
an individual Is the kind of Resurrection that is intended in Christ’s Message and
Teachings. This is what Is Realized in stage three of Christ Enbrightenment. The
ascending Current extending from the right-heart is the Resurrection Current of Perfect
God consciousness, which will transfigure and transform the whole body/mind to
perfectly live or to be 'yoked to' the right-heart of the Spiritual Cross. When Jesus is
talking about being seated on the right hand of God, this is where you will See Him,
emerging from the right-heart.
The Resurrection Current Ascends from the right-heart, passing the collar bone
and flowing up the back of the neck, and into the Crown Light above the head. The
structural appearance of the right-heart along with the Resurrection Current ascending
into the Crown Star is captured in the imagery found in the Gospels of Mark and
Matthew.
Gospel of Mark 14:62 - "And Jesus said, I am: and ye shall see the Son of man sitting
on the right hand of power, and coming in the clouds of heaven."
Gospel of Matthew 26:64 - "Jesus saith unto him, Thou hast said: nevertheless I say
unto you, Hereafter shall ye see the Son of man sitting on the right hand of power, and
coming in the clouds of heaven."
The Revelation of the right-heart and the Resurrection Current into the Crown
Light/Star appears in those Scriptures. In the Realization of the right-heart Jesus Christ
Realized the Heart of All Hearts as a human. Historically and theologically no one had
come to Full Heart Realization or God Realization on Earth before Jesus Christ. What I
mean is no one had realized God unto the complete and total death of separate self until
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Jesus Christ. No one on Earth had Heart Realized the right-heart or resurrection current
of the Spiritual Cross (or spiritual anatomy) before Jesus. And He Fully Realized what it
means to be God and Human, and totally One with God as a human at His resurrection.
This Divine Event thus made it possible from that moment on for Any human on Earth to
Fully Realize God before death! His testimony and sacrifice mark the moment in history
humans no longer needed to die to know True God. This is a Big reason why Jesus
Christ is unique and special!
Romans 6:5-11 - "5: For if we have been planted together in the likeness of his death,
we shall be also in the likeness of his resurrection: 6: Knowing this, that our old man is
crucified with him, that the body of sin might be destroyed, that henceforth we should not
serve sin. 7: For he that is dead is freed from sin. 8: Now if we be dead with Christ, we
believe that we shall also live with him: 9: Knowing that Christ being raised from the
dead dieth no more; death hath no more dominion over him. 10: For in that he died, he
died unto sin once: but in that he liveth, he liveth unto God. 11: Likewise reckon ye also
yourselves to be dead indeed unto sin, but alive unto God through Jesus Christ our
Lord."
The message is Clear; God Is the Consuming Fire of Transfiguration, and
through that Divine Fire each person is destined for the Resurrection. No one is called to
wait for death, and then at some later time and place you can get to know God or
Resurrect eternally. Christ's message is about realizing the Kingdom of God within the
human condition (Luke 17:21), and that message is to be one with God and submit to
God’s Will (consciousness) Only (John 10:30). The message is for right now, this
lifetime, and not any other. Jesus Christ is an example of what is possible in this life first
and foremost; He is an example of what is possible right Now.
This stage is It, stage three is the True (the Ultimate) stage of Spiritual Life, thus,
it is not really a stage, but the Permanent and Everlasting Living Reality. It is the living
condition of Free God, and it is the living-state of the perfect absence of ego (sin). The
Resurrection stage is the stage of the perfect fulfillment of Jesus Christ’s message and
Teachings in an individual. The Resurrection is the total awakening of the Eternal State
of God ItSelf, it is the stage where all forms of consciousness are Realized to dissolve in
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God Alone. There are no ‘new’ realizations in this stage. From the first, Initial Realization
of True Self (in/as the Image of God) the new Christian is inherently already Self
Realized through Faith. Stage three is the stage of Living Perfectly through God whole
bodily, wholly and completely, the sum-total of 'you'. Our Faith is perfectly confirmed
once the Resurrection stage has truly dawned for the individual. What was simple Faith,
is Realized upon Resurrection as a confirmation of what was once invisible and is Now
Clear and Visible.
Hebrews 11:1 - "Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen."
The Resurrection fundamentally begins in stage one, and progressively Awakens
the Spiritual Cross unto the Full Living Demonstration of the whole Spiritual Cross
moment to moment in stage three, and forever. The Initial Faith based Realization of
God Only Is the Same Realization of stage three, and nothing changes regarding SelfRealization. The Same Self Faithfully realized in stage one is now Directly Realized in
stage three. The process of Salvation renders the body/mind to experience that Self
Realization in a progressive revelation, but the ‘Self’ Realized in the beginning is the
Same after Resurrection. All real changes manifest through the Spiritual Cross in the
context of the human condition, but there is no change regarding Self Realization ItSelf.
The Self Realized today is the Only Self that Exists. Thus, we are all accounted for with
our initial Faith based Realization of God and Jesus Christ because in that initial
moment we turn to Christ we also deny our false self.
Thus, without at least a Faith based Realization of your True Self and a denial of
false self, no Real spiritual progress can happen. Therefore, the Faith based Realization
of Self is simply confirmed in the final stage. Stage three of Salvation is the Resurrection
stage in which the Spiritual Cross is re-capitulated or realigned to relate perfectly
through God Only, from the right-heart. The Spiritual Cross was clouded by the separate
self, and that darkness oppresses our Holy Life, and once separate self is gone the
processes of aligning the whole body/mind to the right-heart (God) commences. This is
a process where the extraordinary is made Ordinary. Nothing Outshines God's Light.
God Is Ordinary, God's Light Is Ordinary, God Alone Is Ordinary. What is not God is out
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of the ordinary and not 'normal'. Let God be Realized to be your Ordinary and your
Normal!
Bodily Alignment
Since the separate self is now totally eliminated and no longer self-contracting
within the conscious spectrum of the Spiritual Cross, God can now process Directly
through the whole body/mind and begin to live the individual perfectly. There are two
sub-stages once the Resurrection Current is Awakened and has Ascended into the
Crown Star. The first sub-stage of stage three is called bodily alignment, and it is a
process that transfigures the wholeness of the individual through the Spiritual Cross.
These initial processes after the Resurrection take the prepared (and newly
Resurrected) body/mind (or Temple) through a realignment of the whole structure of the
Spiritual Cross with the right-heart. Prior to stage three the Spiritual Cross is being
purged of the activity of sin and separate self. Following this sub-stage is bodily
transcendence, and this stage deals with a universal transformation in relationship of the
body/mind with the universe in total. Every form of consciousness and every possible
reality dissolve perfectly, effortlessly, and freely into God's Light moment to moment. It
can be likened to simply naming it the Outshining, moment to moment.
After the True Resurrection of Total God through the Resurrection Current that
extends from the right-heart, the first process of stage three begins. The right-heart
immediately starts to reflect down from the Crown Star, via the Resurrection Current,
back into the body/mind and through the Spiritual Cross. The WHOLE Spiritual Cross
will awaken and become progressively active simultaneously. Every part and current
within the entire structure of the Spiritual anatomy is aligned from the Free Shining of
the Crown Star (now easily noticed and tangibly felt through the Spiritual Cross in every
moment of life), which is connected to the right-heart via the Resurrection Current.
The Self-Shining of the Spiritual Cross, in whole and all at once, is a part of the
bodily alignment sub-stage. This is not a onetime event or as though this sub-stage
happens in the blink of an eye, rather this process continues for some time, probably for
years. The Divine Light will shine down from the Crown Star and work its Way into every
corner of the Spiritual Cross. No one experiences the total, the whole Spiritual Cross (all
at once) until the bodily alignment sub-stage has begun, not until stage three. Before the
bodily alignment processes begin, before stage three, and before the Resurrection, the
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experiences of the Spiritual Cross (spiritual anatomy) are limited and focused. However,
after the Resurrection the entire anatomy of the Spiritual Cross Lights up all at once!
The whole body becomes filled with Divine Light (literally), from head to toe and
out beyond the form of the physical human. The individual radiates the Presence of God
to all. The body/mind is Resurrected into an Ocean of Infinite Joy, Light, and Love-Bliss,
and all of the Spiritual Cross will radiate from the right-heart. To be clear, this does not
mean the individual will appear ecstatic and blissfully happy All the time. Being Christ
Realized does not mean you become a 'happy zombie', the person will appear happy
often, but Not unrealistically joyful all the time.
The process of bodily alignment takes every possible conscious experience and
fills that with the Everlasting Presence of God. There is no sin for the Resurrected, and
there is no sin for All those that practice in Perfect Faith from stage one. This first substage of the Resurrection recapitulates the Spiritual Cross unto the Transcendent
Reality of God’s Eternal Consciousness. Therefore, as this process moves along the
body/mind and Spiritual Cross are Lived Perfectly and Freely As God Only. No
appearance or condition of reality/existence (Ever) can change the body/mind back into
sin. If you are possessed by God nothing else can possess you.
The process of bodily alignment is the penultimate process of yoking the whole
spectrum of human consciousness unto God (Christ) Only. In the beginning, God’s
Divine Will seemed more like something that was happening to you, or something you
had to seek, or even something that had to be revealed to you. After Resurrection, and
forever beyond the process of bodily alignment, God’s Divine Will is Lived Freely
through God’s Perfect Grace and Presence. God's Will is a mystery that does not need
to be defined or figured out, instead, God's Will is lived without trying to figure It. Living
in God’s Will is Living through Christ spontaneously, free of judgment or need for
interpretation. The world will ask for these things, but in your heart they are not even
close to being necessary.
The Revelation of Real God Realization is the Realization of God Only, not ‘God
and me forever’. The Gospel of John 1:1-3 says that All things are made from It (God).
Thus, Our True Consciousness is Sourced in, not separate from, God’s Nondual
Presence and Consciousness. This is the fundamental Living steady state of the
body/mind after Resurrection, and during the process of bodily alignment into bodily
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transcendence. This sub-stage transitions into bodily transcendence as the realignment
processes have completed. The bodily transcendence sub-stage involves the process of
God's Light simply Outshining all of existence through the individual.
Bodily Transcendence
The body/mind and all possible worlds are Outshined by God ItSelf.
Fundamentally, the Resurrected one clearly understands that God is Perfectly
Outshining all of existence forever. Furthermore, the body/mind progresses through a
process where the Outshining of God's Light becomes so dominate in a person's life that
Only the Outshining Light of God is 'Seen' or 'Recognized to be Real'. Physical reality is
literally, and progressively, Outshined for a person in the last and final sub-stage of the
Resurrection.
Bodily transcendence begins to dawn as the bodily alignment sub-stage
progresses to demonstrate a Total, moment to moment, Awakening of the Spiritual
Cross in All conscious experiences, and in all conscious relationships. The second substage after the Resurrection concerns the body/mind and the ‘body’ of the universe
Living As One perfect form. Bodily transcendence is the process that aligns the
body/mind and the total universe as a single form. In relation to the Spiritual Cross the
whole body/mind is Consumed in the bodily Light of the Universe. In other words, the
individual and the universe, amid all conditions, Shine from the Same Source. One way
to look at this is by imagining the form of a human and the appearance of the universe
functioning As One. It is like a rain drop merging into the ocean, and the raindrop was/is
a perfect reflection of the ocean, only the raindrop is smaller in scale. Moreover, a drop
of water is impossible to find in the ocean once it has merged with the ocean. Look for
me and I Am hidden in Christ; I Am hidden in the Everlasting Brightness of God, Now
and Forever, Amen.
The form of the body/mind and the form of the universe appear As One from the
point of view of the Light of Consciousness, from the 'point of view' of the body/mind. In
the first sub-stage of bodily alignment the individual is like the rain drop and a perfect
reflection of the ocean, but in the second sub-stage of bodily transcendence the ocean
and the raindrop are indistinguishable from each other. The process of bodily
transcendence is the process that occurs when the raindrop merges into the ocean.
However, this process is not like a process of two things merging as one, which is how
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the raindrop and ocean come together as one. The bodily transcendence sub-stage
process requires the body/mind to already be Awake and Realized As the Transcendent
Reality of the Everlasting God. Therefore, like the bodily alignment process there is a
process where the universe and the body (individual human) are synchronized to Live
and Function As One Being and One Form. Now, in some sense, this is what happens
from the beginning of the Spiritual process, but in the final processes of the Resurrection
stage what was invisible is Clear and Visible, and made Tangible like never before.
The dynamics of the Spiritual Cross appear to move into the Crown Star (while
simultaneously keeping a tangible bodily presence and intensity), and there-by bringing
the whole, appearing, form of the body/mind and Spiritual Cross into the Divine Light
above the crown. As this process takes hold the Crown Light will descend into the Eye
of the Spiritual Cross. The Resurrection Current also moves from the ascended
connection in the Crown Star down into the Eye. The dynamic of the Crown Star
descending into the Eye, and the Resurrection Current sitting directly in the Eye form
the later dynamics of the bodily transcendence sub-stage.
In the end of this process the right-heart, through the Resurrection Current,
becomes Seated at the Eye. This final revelation of the dynamics of the Resurrection
Current connecting Directly with the Eye demonstrates the last of the major bodily
processes of the Resurrection stage (of the Spiritual Cross). God changes the individual
into a Free-Living Precedent of True God, nothing else can do this, absolutely Nothing.
A person in stage three of Christ Enbrightenment Freely inter-acts in all
environments through the Spiritual Cross. The living presence of such an individual
affects every environment they are in. In other words, once a person has progressed
into the Resurrection stage that person’s bodily presence subtly makes changes in the
environment, without effort and through God’s Perfect Grace. These changes are
reflected in people (maybe as spontaneous experiences of the Holy Spirit), and the
environment, which means places become empowered with a strong Presence of the
Holy Spirit. Stage three is the Ultimate stage of True God, and it is the stage that lasts
forever. The Resurrection stage Is the True Life stage of God’s Everlasting Revelation.
All Spiritual practice, devotion and worship of Jesus Christ leads up to the
Resurrection, and once a person has passed into the Divine State of Christ Resurrection
that one is no longer relating to God As something else. Full God, moment to moment,
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Is the Living Condition of All Resurrected children of God. No one skips the stages of
Salvation (and the death of separate self) and immediately enters the Living SteadyState of the Resurrection. No one can bypass the necessary bodily changes that
support the Living Presence of God Only.
In conclusion, we are all called to Realize God to the Same degree and Intensity
As Jesus Christ. We are all called to be Equally Realized in God, and we are all called to
Heart Commune perfectly with one another through the Divine Revelation of the
Spiritual Cross, through Jesus Christ. We are called to finish and fulfill the Total of Jesus
Christ's message on Earth, before physical death. May All people progress through the
stages of Salvation and Awaken to the Fullness and Resurrection of God today, right
now, and before the death of the flesh, Amen.
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Ministry of Christ Enbrightenment
Christ Enbrightenment is more than a book presented to disclose the full process
of Salvation and Resurrection in a person's life. With the revelation of Christ
Enbrightenment, a new Christian Nondual tradition is born, but unlike past beginnings of
other Christian religions. Christ Enbrightenment is not a Christian tradition that lays out
dogma and belief as necessary. In fact, traditional beliefs and dogmas are ignored,
basically. In a way, Christ Enbrightenment is for those who have already come to Jesus
Christ, and are looking to grow spiritually and to Know Him As God Knows Him. It is for
those who already have a relationship with Jesus Christ, but Christ Enbrightenment
serves the whole process even from the first initiation of being saved. Therefore, one
can find a path to initiation and baptism into a relationship with Jesus in Christ
Enbrightenment.
Questions of Jesus Christ's virgin birth, prophecy, the 'end times' or any
questions like these or others related to Jesus Christ, are not considered in Christ
Enbrightenment, nor are answers given to any of those questions. There are no
arguments for any answer to any of those questions. If you want answers then surrender
yourself, in total, and absolutely, to Jesus Christ. The Holy Spirit will answer everything
in your Heart. Don't go out seeking answers, instead, turn your whole life over
immediately to Jesus Christ, He (HimSelf) Is the Answer. You are not asked to put
anything between you and Christ, and this means having to wait for another time or life
as well.
For those interested in serving Jesus Christ as a minister of Christ
Enbrightenment you are welcome to begin on your own. However, to be an official and

authenticated minister of Christ Enbrightenment, the individual should come and receive
the ministry through the laying on of hands by me. Christ Enbrightenment is a ministry
that involves a real lineage of ministers, and by the laying on of hands, this ministry is
passed on to the next person. Therefore, it is vital to come to me (Jared J. Kimble - or
lineage holder) before claiming to be an official minister of Christ Enbrightenment.
Yet, it is not 'I' that transmits the ministry of Christ Enbrightenment, it is Jesus
Christ through me, it is the Holy Spirit through me that passes on this ministry.
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Therefore, it is not absolutely necessary for me (Jared J. Kimble) to pass this ministry
onto another, but it is highly recommended that one approach me (or any lineage holder
of this ministry). The ministry of Christ Enbrightenment was bestowed upon me through
the Holy Spirit Directly, and no one has passed this ministry onto me. I am the first
lineage holder of the ministry of Christ Enbrightenment, which is a ministry Jesus Christ
has passed onto me to serve His disciples. Christ Enbrightenment is the ministry that
has been placed on me, and through Christ Enbrightenment I serve Jesus Christ and
His Testament.
Christ Enbrightenment is a ministry that is not separate from any other Christian
tradition, in a sense. Therefore, Christ Enbrightenment must be understood to be an
ecumenical ministry, and one that is 'integral'. What is made clear through the revelation
of the Spiritual Cross is that no matter what your religion says, your relationship with
Jesus goes beyond. Your relationship with Jesus Christ is what Christ Enbrightenment
Serves, not the religion from which you came to know Jesus. Thus, Christ
Enbrightenment does not place a wedge for separation within the ministry like dogma or
belief. The supreme focus of Christ Enbrightenment is the relationship the individual has
with Jesus Christ and the subsequent processes involved from being transformed by the
Holy Spirit. Christ Enbrightenment can be shared in any form of Christianity that is
devoted to Jesus Christ, and so the ministry does not fundamentally view itself as
something other than all the other Christian traditions. Not everyone will agree, and so
be it.
There may be differences in what Christ Enbrightenment says and what another
Christian tradition says, so be it. Christ Enbrightenment is not here to set itself apart
from other Christian traditions, instead, Christ Enbrightenment is born to serve the
Spiritual processes that are associated with being transfigured and transformed by the
Holy Spirit. And, all the differences in dogma and belief are secondary to surrendering
wholly and completely to the Holy Spirit in all moments. Therefore, if one truly
understands Christ Enbrightenment, that person understands this is a Christian tradition
that is focused on results, not with how many, but with the depth and quality in one's
relationship with Jesus Christ.
The process of being transformed by the Holy Spirit is the reason for this ministry,
and if you practice Christ Enbrightenment you are taking the transformation by and of
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the Holy Spirit seriously, you are taking the Divine process of Salvation as something
more than an abstract idea about God. It is more than a belief then you're back to life as
usual, but now you are 'saved'. The Holy Spirit, ItSelf, is understood to be the Real
Teacher, not our memorizations of Scripture or how often we attend church or give to
the poor. The Holy Spirit transforms the individual in this life, and for this life and
beyond.
Maturing in your relationship with Jesus Christ is maturing in Spirit. Maturing in
Spirit happens by surrendering (separate self) to the Holy Spirit. Since the Holy Spirit is

solely responsible for a person's Spiritual transformation , then all other forms of
teaching must take back seat to the primary and principle Way. Therefore, no matter
what you have in the mind, what the Holy Spirit teaches transcends it by virtue of Its
Eternal Nature. Thus, if one is to truly learn from the Holy Spirit, that one must listen
tacitly, beyond words and language, and into the Heart of consciousness ItSelf.
No amount of mind or action can subsidize the necessary work of the tacit reality
of the Holy Spirit. A tacit Holy Spirit means you understand and learn from It without the
need of words or ideas or thoughts, they help sometimes, but are not necessary. All
Scripture must be transcended by virtue of Heart Communion with Jesus Christ through
the Holy Spirit. So, one may know much, but that knowledge cannot replace the
Realization of Jesus Christ (your relationship of Jesus Christ), which is a Tacit
Realization of who we Are in God, and subsequently living life based on that Revelation.
This means no matter how much scripture you know and can explain, as if you are a
living exegesis of the Bible, one whom knows none of that may be more advanced than
you can imagine. Do not become proud of your knowledge, it means nothing.
Christ Enbrightenment is about transformation of the individual through the Holy
Spirit, not about anything else. The entire communication of Christ Enbrightenment

depends Solely on the Holy Spirit to make this ministry clear to each person. This is the
ministry of Christ Enbrightenment. If you want prophecy, eschatology (end times),
dogma then this ministry is not for you. To understand Christ Enbrightenment, think of
this as a science, as something that can be proven to 'work', something that delivers
'results', and something that transcends differences.
This ministry communicates that all is already finished with the resurrection of
Jesus Christ, there is nothing left that is holding anyone back from living the Full
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Revelation of God right now. Anything else that people claim to be necessary is based
on prophecies and/or dogma, not the results of Jesus Christ Resurrection. Jesus
Christ's Resurrection exposed God completely and fully for all to See and Commune in.
Furthermore, His Resurrection means that the 'veil is torn', the Holy of Holies is Now
Exposed for all to Heart Commune with.
No amount of prophecy MUST be fulfilled, all is already finished for us to Know
God Fully, right now! How much time should a person spend figuring out prophecy?
How much information learned will lead to being transformed by the Holy Spirit? What
else should happen that will clear the Way for the Revelation of God? NONE,
NOTHING. The kingdom of God is not separate from this reality, the Kingdom of God
ItSelf Is At Hand.
Jesus Christ proved that to all. Do you see this? Therefore, no amount of
prophecy is talked about in Christ Enbrightenment.

The ministry of Christ

Enbrightenment is a revelation of that which used to be mysterious. The revelation of
the whole process of Salvation is known because I (Jared J. Kimble) passed through all
these processes and Give Testament. I am not guessing at any of these processes,
making up stuff to sound convincing, just making things up as I go along, or talking
about 'new-age' mumbo jumbo. This revelation Is absolutely Real and I Give Witness
and Testament of it, I Give Witness and Testament of Jesus Christ and the ministry of
Christ Enbrightenment.
Being that Christ Enbrightenment is a science first, not a religion (if at all), it has
no disagreements with anyone's dogma or beliefs. A person may ask me if I believe in
the Blood of Jesus Christ (how many versions of what this means are there?), but an
answer to this question does nothing to change what Needs to be done by the Holy
Spirit. Fundamentally, that type of focus is really a distraction for those whom have
already handed over their hearts to Jesus Christ. There are no must answers that have
to be given to prove you are devoted to Christ, that is between you and Christ, NOT you,
Christ, and another.
No amount of beliefs can be substituted for the Process of Salvation, and that
process transcends all beliefs and dogmas that surround Christ. In the Heart of God, in
the Heart of Christ, there are no words, thoughts, ideas, differences, separations,
distances, times, changes, or even relationships. God Only Is, and the Presence of God,
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the Holy Spirit, is not active in people to confirm their beliefs, dogmas, or ideas of Jesus
Christ. The Holy Spirit is active in a person who is surrendering their separate self into
Jesus Christ. There is a difference.
All ministers should be tangibly Alive with the Heart-Fire of the Holy Spirit, which
is tangibly confirmed by Christians whom recognize the Holy Spirit. In the moment there
is recognition of the Holy Spirit in another there is a simultaneous recognition of the Holy
Spirit in one's self. This is evidence for the awakening of Heart Communion with Jesus
Christ that Shines through a particular minister. All Jesus Christ's ministers, in order to
serve the Divine Process of the Holy Spirit, must themselves be examples of the
transformation. All ministers should, at minimum, shows the Signs of Heart Awakening
through Christ.
How does a person expect to serve the actual transformation process of the Holy
Spirit by not being Heart Awake with the Holy Spirit? Ministers can quote verses all day,
give all sorts of interpretations of Scripture, repeat particular themes from the message
of Jesus Christ, but without an Actual Awakening of the Holy Spirit in that person, their
ministry lacks the power and grace that comes with one whom the Holy Spirit is burning
brightly and actively working with others. They may have enormous congregations and
super sized churches, but without an awakening of the Holy Spirit in their heart they are
hollow. Therefore, Christ Enbrightenment does not seek to create ministers that are
puppets of word and verse, but to create a lineage of ministers that Demonstrate what
the Power of the Holy Spirit can do to change and transform the individual; to Be Living
Examples of the Resurrection.
Christ Enbrightenment is a ministry that is a Nondual Christian science of the
Holy Spirit that sits beyond religion and theology, and delivers The Holy Spirit (ItSelf)
Alone, without words and thoughts, absolutely Tacitly, to each person whom is dead to
separate self through Jesus Christ. This is the ministry of Christ Enbrightenment, and no
other kind of ministry can be considered Christ Enbrightenment. From here goes out a
call to all those ready to serve Jesus Christ through Christ Enbrightenment, to come to
me and receive the ministry and lineage through the laying on of hands. This is a call to
fulfill a lineage of ministers that serve the process (and science) of Salvation (as defined
in Christ Enbrightenment) and Resurrection in all that are ready.
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If you want to continue to serve your current religion (Christian denomination) but
would like to be authenticated as a minister of Christ Enbrightenment that is also
possible. In truth, Christ Enbrightenment is an integral (Nondual) Christian tradition,
which means it is not based on saving a separate self (in any form), and it is not created
to further division among the churches of Jesus Christ, but to clear division away. Christ
Enbrightenment is founded to unite, not divide. Please head to the website
(HeartRealization.com) and contact me to find out more about becoming a certified and
authenticated minister of Christ Enbrightenment, whether you are part of a Christian
tradition already, or looking to found your own. In Jesus Christ name, Amen
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Outro
I am an ordinary person, in whom God freely expresses Its Grace. I am ordinary
like you; we are equal. I have suffered in life like you and experienced pain as you have.
I did not perform any extraordinary meditations, or fast for more than 3 days. The
process of my Salvation happened in my hometown and I did not travel to any Holy
Sites or make any pilgrimages. Anyone can engage the True process of God
Realization amid their everyday lives: I did, I Give Witness and Testament. I do not
mention hell because hell is for the separate self. I must say, I have directly experienced
what can be considered the devil or Satan, but in that moment when I was asked to
worship that being and be given all my dreams, I chose to call on the name of Jesus
Christ (and I thought of his Mother Mary) for protection, I never saw that creature again.
I cannot say a person will never experience the devil or that the devil is not 'real'.
What I have said to anyone that asks is 'if are not possessed by God, you can be
possessed by anything else.' You can be a theist or atheist, and change from one to the
other and back again, but neither type of thinking involves God Realization or Self
Realization. I cannot say that people will not experience 'evil' on Earth, even those that
have been transformed by the Holy Spirit, but I can say that the very person that is evil,
is One with you. Evil is an action, it is something done, in our Heart we are Not evil in
nature, but, as humans, we are capable of doing evil.
It is the individual's attachment to separate self that drives a person to be evil. We
must have compassion on the evil and kindness for the wicked. Will an evil person stop
doing evil because you are kind or compassionate? Maybe not. Either way, treat the
person as if they are Christ, look upon the evil and hateful with compassion and love. Do
what God puts in your heart to help those you can and protect those you can even with
your own life. I am not asking you to become intentionally vulnerable to evil, as if it

makes them change, but to remember that 'evil' person is suffering, and does not feel
love. We may show love to the evil and they may never return it, but in your heart you
know they are suffering and God loves them.
God Realization is ordinary, and without a genuine Realization of God’s
Presence in ALL conditions God may seem more than ordinary. No one anywhere in
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existence has a good excuse for making God unordinary. Realize God’s Presence in the
most obscure or mundane moments and see that Living Presence through ALL possible
moments. Ultimately, the Holy Spirit is the only one I depended on to teach me during

my Spiritual awakening. Therefore, the Holy Spirit is the Only One I depend on to
communicate whether my Testament given here is True, nothing else can confirm the
stages of Christ Enbrightenment or my Testament of Jesus Christ. This book is written
to create a full and clear revelation of the things that have been revealed to me to serve
other Christians. Christ Enbrightenment is a total revelation of the spiritual process, that
all who surrender their-selves into His Heart will progress through to Resurrection.
Anyone can check and verify or judge for them self whether they have passed through
all the stages of Christ Enbrightenment. Do not come to me to be judged on how
advanced you are spiritually, that is between you and God.
Finally, I love God with all my heart, body, and mind (with the sum-total of my
consciousness, and the sum-total of all my consciousness is perfectly saturated by
God). Every possible moment of existence that I experience is filled with God’s
Happiness. This is my understanding, whole bodily realization, complete spiritual
awakening, and Faithful devotion that is solely Revealed in the Presence of the Fires of
the Holy Spirit. Be Empowered by perfect devotion to Jesus Christ and be Resurrected
by the only True Reality that Ever Existed; Glory to God Only, Amen.
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Visit HeartRealization.com to learn more about Jared J. Kimble (Mukti Da),
"The Resurrection Testament" or to contact for more info
- or you can email enbrightenment@yahoo.com -
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